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CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTION
I. Brief Historical Background
Not many years ago, when the tern "music appreciation"
first came into prominence, the idea was prevalent that as
a creditable subject in education it resembled "the frosting
on a cake, palatable but gastronomically superfluous". (1)
Upon investigating the history of public school music for the
past thirty years, many changes in the conception of the mean-
ing and value of this subject as well as various interpreta-
tions of it in practice will be revealed.
The pioneers in the movement were inspired by the new
attitude toward the child developing in education with the
turn of the century, emphasizing the spirit rather than the
letter, the learner rather than the subject. They realized
that the public school could not hope to make great or even
mediocre singers of all who came under its influence, that
for numbers of children the enjoyment in listening to good
music was as important as being able to produce it vocally
in the classroom. But this was a new thought and demanded
new procedures. Psychologists could give but little specific-
advice, for it is almost entirely within the last decade
(1) D. Van de Bogart,Brass Tacks in Music Appreciation
,
(Music Supervisors 1 National Conference, Journal of Proceed-
ings, 1931). p. 132.
c(
that psychology and school music have net and talked togeth-
er. But conviction is a strong motivating force and with lit-
tle else to guide, the adventure in developing music appreci-
ation was begun.
A few of the larger colleges had been offering courses
in Music History for a number of years. In 1905, an organiza-
tion known as the Eastern Educational Music Conference was
formed, composed of the instructors in these courses, with
such men as Baldwin, Chittendon, G-ow, Lewis, Marshall, and
Sleeper. Meetings were held annually at Columbia University;
the discussion centered around a new type of college course
to be offered undergraduates which should include history of
music, analysis of musical form and such other information as
would lead to more intelligent listening and hence more enjoy-
able understanding of the masterpieces. Several names for the
new type of course were suggested, Musical Esthetics, Music-
ology, etc. Music Appreciation was finally decided upon and
the next year the new course was introduced in many of the
institutions represented. (2).
The phonograph, perfected a little later, furnished a
great impetus to the movement. In 1911, "Listening Lessons"
appeared and music memory contests became the order of the
day. Too often, interest in these contests centered on the
competition, with little attention to music as a work of art.
(2) Information furnished by John P. Marshall, Dean of
B.U. College of Music.
cc
3Gradually other means of developing music appreciation
in the school music program were evolved; emphasis on a
scholarly approach, with an analysis of the formal elements
of music composition; an understanding of the tone color
and use of the instruments of the symphony orchestra, growing
in popularity with the increase of orchestras in the schools;
the too exclusive use of program music, prefaced by the story
to increase the emotional release; radio music appreciation
hours, offering opportunities for hearing compositions pre-
viously available only to concert goers; the development of
the concert attitude and non-purposeful listening; enrich-
ment courses paralleling music with the other arts; appreci-
ation by performance in the class room as well as in public
assemblies; understanding through creating.
Recently, it became increasingly evident to astute
music educators that music appreciation, to revert to the
initial simile, was permeating the entire batter, and that
it had become the cake itself, instead of just the attract-
ive frosting. Today leaders in the field are urging the
challenge of a broadened vision of the ultimate aims of
school music. "Music education must be founded upon the
appreciation of music. And the goal of music education
can only be better and deeper appreciation." (3)
•
(3) Mursell-Glenn, Psychology of School Music Teaching
,
(Boston, Silver, Burdett & Co.,l§31). p. 106.
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2. The Problem
How shall we attain better and deeper appreciation?
We must first know what music appreciation is. Definitions
are not difficult to find; in fact, their number and vari-
ety is disconcerting. Experts in the field of music educa-
tion, supervisors, as well as laymen have written much on
the subject. It is not the intention here to integrate the
many opinions more than to say that whatever the approach
recommended, the general conception of appreciation is a
prizing of music. To quote one authority,
"Appreciation has been defined as the whole
set of influences in music education which lead
to an increased and intelligent love of music." (4)
Accepting this, we are yet strangely ignorant of the exact
nature of music appreciation, or the scope of its influence*
We are aware that some people possess in larger degree
than others, the power to enjoy music and the will to have
a part in it. But what are the impelling forces behind this
power and accomplishment? This is the question with which
we are concerned in this study. To state it more pedagog-
ically, what are the most potent factors which lead to an
increased love of music?
Love of music is an elastic term and might be construed
to apply to a wide range of persons from one who has a mild
(4) Ibid., p. 133

liking for an occasional muslcale at the club, to a profes-
sional musician. For purposes of this study we are concerned
only with persons, regardless of whether performers or hear-
ers, whose love of music is so strong that they are constant-
ly hearing it, in the form of symphony concerts, operas, cham-
ber music programs, recitals, etc., week after week, year after
year. It is reasonable to suppose that by asking questions of
such people concerning their musical experiences, questions
which aim to probe the value of various approaches, as well
as to tap the central vortex of response to music, we shall
find clues to the factors which lead to an increased love of
music. Too, a study of their answers may serve as a starting
point for further analysis or possibly experimentation in
developing this increased love of music in the customary
classroom learning situation.
3. Review of Previous Studies
Two studies bearing on this problem have been located.
Wilson (5), of Ohio State University, based a brief study
on a short questionnaire sent to 1079 regular subscribers of
The Symphony Club of Central Ohio. Replies were received
from about twenty per cent of the subscribers, but because
of many duplicate addresses among them, from about forty per
(5) M. Emett Wilson, The Sources of Appreciation - A
Questionnaire , School Music Magazine, Vol. 33, No. 1164.
(Keokuk, Iowa, Liar. -Apr . ,1933) , pp. 5, 6, 20.
(<
cent of the homes where the questionnaire was introduced.The
means considered as the chief factors in developing apprecia
tion and the answers obtained will he seen briefly from the
following:- (6)
Primary Secondary Total
mention mention
114 9 123
Playing an instrument .... 33 4 37
26 5 31
14 14
13 13
1 1
Mechanical reproduction.. 12 14 26
213 32 245
The author's conclusions are drawn from the above and
from replies received from a request for further information
which was given in such diversity that it was not included
in the report. The following portions of the conclusion are
relevant here.
"Since nearly everyone answering the question-
naire indicates an aggresive development of his ap-
preciation, musical environment alone cannot be
expected to produce appreciation. An aggresive plan
of development is essential.
"Most prominent is the indication that the a-
bility to appreciate music is not lightly acquired."
(7)
Paget (8) in her book "Music and Its Lovers" reports a
study based on a questionnaire with three principal versions
(6) Ibid., p. 6.
(7) Ibid., p. 20.
(8) Vernon Lee, pseudonym of Violet Paget, Music and Its
Lovers
,
(London, George Allen & Unwin,Ltd., 1932).

"The shorter in English and French was circu-
lated in type script among and by my friends and ac-
quaintances; the longest and most elaborate was also
translated into German, and printed in the f Zeits-
chraft fur Aesthetick ? in 1907." (9)
"
—
-It describes the various kinds of responses,
emotional and imaginative, and even musical, to music;
and attempts to account for these being thus various."
(10)
The author has outlined two main modes of responding to
music and has correspondingly divided her nearly 150 subjects
into two groups; first , "Listeners" or those who claim no rec-
ognition of, or participation in human emotions as an element
in their musical experience; second, "Hearers" who supply
other interests from their imaginations and individual emo-
tions .
"All tends to narrow down the types into which
preferences are gathered and to account for the
great similarity within each class of Answerers ." (11
)
"Summing it all up, the evidence elicited by this
query came to just what could be expected from
people sufficiently interested in music to answer
namely that they liked some music much better than
other music, or liked it more as it ought to be liked,
than some of their neighbors. Furthermore, that, whether
as f just music* or as sensorially and nervously sat-
isfying, or emotionally appealing, or intellectually
appealing, or imaginatively evocative, or all that
and everything else besides, music was to them, each
according to his or her kind, a great happiness ." (12
)
4. Need for the Study
The ultimate aim of music education today has been shown
to be "better and more appreciation," an "increased and more
(9) Ibid., p. 15.
(10) Ibid.,p.l4.
(11) Ibid., pp. 543,544.
(12) lbid.,p.553.
lnu^i" Ibal best sec
sIntelligent love of music." Now we have the task of ascer-
taining how such appreciation may be developed. The history
of the movement in the schools has shown a variety of ap-
proaches. The two studies bearing on the problem are insuf-
ficient from the viewpoint of the music educator interested
in ways and means. Wilson, in his report, brought out an im-
portant generalization that the appreciation of music is not
lightly acquired. Lee established the musicality of her sub-
jects, but was interested primarily in the varied responses
to music, emotional, Imaginative, etc., and interpreted her
data to show psychological reasons in her subjects to ac-
count for the type of response found. Her book is useful to
the music educator as a guide in discovering types of listen-
ers .
Hence a study aiming to discover what have been the most
potent factors in the development of the ability to appreciate
music, among a group of persons whose musicality and manner
of listening can be shown, seems opportune.
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PLAN OP INVESTIGATION
1. The Interview
In attempting to answer the question as to the most po-
tent factors in the development of music appreciation, suf-
ficient data have not been assembled to set up a working hy-
pothesis for an experiment, so it seems necessary to make
recourse to that device of doubtful reputation, the question-
naire, in its more personal form, the interview.
The questionnaire prepared as the skeleton of this in-
terview contains three sets of queries, and may be found in
entirety in Appendix I. The first set attempts to establish
clues to the musical status of the subject. Since most per-
sons questioned would be either unable or unwilling to state
the quantity and nature of their musical development, the
queries deal principally with the extent of the subject's
ability to sing, to play an instrument, and understand no-
tation; with memory for musical sequences, for combinations
of tone and tone color, and habits of noting tone relations;
with desire to apply knowledge in a simple form of creation,
improvisation; and finally with the matter of preferences in
musical media.
The second set of questions, concerning the subject's
customary manner of "Listening to Music Attentively",
serves as an interlocking unit, so that a better picture of
leJ-J-B/rL arid* riiiw ^£|4ixll bah ;no2io8lvort
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the listener Is obtained, and a clearer delineation of the
means whereby his appreciation has been developed and re-
fined. It seeks to discover the factors underlying the keen
enjoyment that music gives to the discriminative listener.
The third set tries to probe for the more objective
factors in the development of appreciation and the increase
in the power of discrimination. The question of potent fact-
ors is first asked baldly in the belief that thus the answers
will be less biased, and repeated later in suggestive form.
In general, an endeavor has been made to think back to
principles which underly certain approaches in the teaching
of music appreciation; analysis, association, anticipation,
suggestion, correlation, mood reaction, and to question con-
cerning their value.
2. The Subjects
Conforming to the suggestions already given, the sub-
jects were selected largely on the basis of one criterion,
a strong love of music, indicated by the fact that they are
constantly hearing music, week after week, year after year.
This does not mean hearing it, in the sense that music, as
someone has said, is like the rain, an accompaniment to other
activities; but listening to it attentively in the concert
hall, in the home, and over the radio, in its various medi-
ums of expression, the orchestra, the opera, the string
quartet, the soloist, etc. Of necessity, persons whose lis-
B.1 3*10
-
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tening covers a period of years will be more interested in
the ifhat than the how of the performance, more interested in
the interpretation of the music itself than in the ability
of the tenor to sing high C, the pianist to render a bravura
piece, or the conductor to display his dramatic intensity
»
3. Reliability and Validity
The arguments most often used against the questionnaire
as an effective means of obtaining data concern its reliabil-
ity and validity. No attempt will be made to refute the weak-
ness of this questionnaire in these respects but it may not
be amiss to call attention to certain points.
To increase the reliability of the findings questions
have been asked from several viewpoints • Care has been exer-
cised in the process of the interview to maintain an impar-
tial attitude. Occasionally, further meaning of a question
has been offered when requested, with the precaution not to
give leads which would influence the answer.
To obtain more representative data and meet the criter-
ion that generalizations from introspective data, in order
to be valid, must be based on evidence containing divergent
expectations, the subjects include laymen as well as those
interested in music professionally; the non-performer as well
as those who have studied music for that purpose; young peo-
ple as well as persons of maturity.
t
A high degree of appreciation in the persons inter-
viewed should increase the validity of the findings. In
locating such subjects who are willing to submit to an in
terview, aid was given by Dr. John P.Marshall, Dean of
Boston University College of Music.

CHAPTER III
INTEPR2TATI0N OF FINDINGS ON "STATUS QUO"
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I. Classification of Subjects as to
Musical Proficiency
We shall concern ourselves first with a rough classi-
fication of the twenty-two subjects interviewed to whom we
shall refer as A, B, C, D, etc.
Table I shows that nine are professional musicians,
representing a variety of activities, a singer, cellist,
trumpeter, organist, pianist, teacher of harmony, orchestra
director, music supervisor; two are semi -professionals , and
eleven are non-professionals who find relaxation from other
pursuits in the practice of music or enjoyment in hearing it.
We might mention that among the latter group is a lawyer, a
college professor, a grade teacher, a writer, an artist, a
business man. Ten of the members, nearly one-half, are at
present members of ensemble groups, some vocal, some in-
strumental, and it is interesting to note that five of these
are from the non-professional group. Two speak of membership
in the family ensemble giving information that this included
the entire family, a practice far too seldom found. Ten have
made some study of harmony, two of these recording it as but
little.
All the subjects acknowledge that they sing, but the
degree of proficiency varies from singing indifferently or

TABLE I.- CLASSIFICATION OF SUBJECTS ACCORDING TO MUSICAL
PROFICIENCY
SUBJECT ACTIVITY* ENSEMBLE HARMONY
MEMBER STUDENT
1 2 3 4 5
.•1— ll^-Ji V
6 7 8
l.A ... P Music Supervisor No Yes
2 • B • .
.
3 . C . . •
4. D ...
P
N.P.
N.P.
Pianist String
trio
Glee
club
No
No
Little
No
5 .E ... N.P. No No
6 »F ...
7.G ...
P
N.P.
Harmony Teacher Family
ensemble
No
Yes
No
8 . H ...
•
S.P. Singer No Little
9.1 . .
•
N.P. Violinist Orch. No
10. J ... N.P. Trombonist Orch. No
ll.K ... P Music Supervisor No Yes
12. L ... N.P. No No
13.M ... N.P. No
14. N ... Vocal Director No Yes
15.0 ... N.P. No No
16. P ...
JL f •m ... pJT
S.P. Trumpeter
PI nnl q+JT A £111 J. o b
H.S.
UI UI1
.
Yes
No
18.R ... P Organist No Yes
19. S ... P Singer Yes Yes
20. T ...
21.U ...
22 .V ...
P
N.P.
N.P.
Cellist
Male
quartet
Orch.
dir.
Accom.
Yes
No
No
Total 9 2 11 10 12
*P-Pro:fessj.onal S.P. -Semi-professional N. P. Non-professional
'ion
(
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with a crowd to public solo performance as the accomplish-
ment of two. Again, all can read vocal music somewhat, many
read piano music also, and some are sufficiently familiar
with the printed page to hear it mentally without an instru-
ment. Few have an intimate knowledge of orchestral score or
would care to write down music harmonically. It is a custom-
ary habit with practically the entire group to whistle, sing,
or play on the piano, fragments of things heard, though sev-
eral qualify this by adding that such tunes must have a
strongly melodic or rhythmic import. Eight acknowledge abil-
ity to improvise, and five state that it is an entirely un-
familiar practice. One remarks that improvisation to be ef-
fective must be kept up, and another that he "would not care
to dash off a violin cadenza impromptu". (13) On the question
of mental recall of music, all hear melodies and harmonies.
Timbre of single instruments and orchestral combinations are
evidently easy of recall, but only twelve feel capable of
bringing to mind long passages of concerted music, though
many could recognize and place portions of symphonies on
hearing.
2. Classification of Subjects as to Type
Table II shows the classification of subjects as to
type, beginning with a broad generalization as to age which
(13) Appendix II, p. 88.
e»te^ ion bl
. 8 elnor mrl
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TABLE II.- CLASSIFICATION OF SUBJECTS ACCORDING TO TYPE
SUBJECT AGE*
A . .
B ..
C
H ....
I ....
J . • . •
K ....
N • • . • •
. . . . •
P
R . • • . •
T . . » • •
U
"V .....
YPE OF LISTENER** TYPE OF MUSIC MOST ENJOYED
7
Adult
Adult E
C.S. E
Adult E
Adult E
Adult
Adult
C.S. E
Adult E
H.S.S. E
Adult E
Adult E
Adult E
C.S.
C.S. E
TT C Cn . o . o .
Adult E
C.S. E
Adult E
H.S.S. E
Adult E
H.S.S. E
Im.
Im.
Im.
Ira.
Ira.
Im.
Ira.
Im.
I
I
I
I
I
Lyric sop. String quartet
Piano
Organ
Piano
Violin
Voice
Violin
Brass
quartet
Voice
Piano
Children's
voices
Baritone
Trumpet
I Piano
Violin
I Organ
I Piano
Voice
Voice
I Cello
Violin
Opera
Symphonic
Symphonic
Band
Symphonic
Symphonic
String quartet
Symphonic
Choral, "English
Singers"
Symphonic,
Opera
"Eng.Boy
Choristers"
Symphonic
Men's choral
groups
Band,
Symphonic
Symphonic
Symphonic
Chamber
Opera
String quartet
Chamber
-*C .S .- College Student; H.S.S.- High School Student
#*E- Emotional; Ira.- Imaginative; I- Intellectual
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ranges from the fourteen-year old junior high school stu-
dent to one who has spent a lifetime in the enjoyment of mu-
sic. Since interpretative data are desired, it is necessary
that the majority, fourteen in this case, be mature listeners
with a background of "much hearing" of music.
Attempting to classify listeners into types is an inter-
esting process but complex in nature. Many classifications
are possible, the reasoning-intuitive, the subjective-objec-
tive, etc.,but the emotional-imaginative-intellectual class-
ification has been chosen since it is popular among musicians
as well as laymen and has sufficient typical meaning to serve
the purpose of rough analysis. Four of the subjects seem to
be largely intellectual, four emotional, five a blend of
these two, another five are a blend of the emotional-imagin-
ative, and three appear to be a combination of all three
types
.
As to the kind of music most enjoyed, again Table II
shows that considerable variety is represented with a strong
leaning toward symphonic music. Four subjects prefer chamber
music, particularly string quartet; as many favor opera; three
mention choral groups as most enjoyable ;two like a band.
Since we are interested in showing diversity of type,
a better picture may be presented of individual differences
by giving in a brief phrase or two an impression of each
subject in miniature, even though in so doing it is necessary
c.-X ane
18
to resort to a scheme reminiscent of the telling of the let-
ters of the alphabet in nursery days
.
A, an adult interested in music professionally, is a
conservative and conscientious thinker, with musical intelli-
gence predominating musical feeling.
B, a piano teacher, has had the advantages of excellent
instruction, a pupil of Proctor and Hopekirk, and the influ-
ence of such contacts is evident: is strongly emotional with
an apparent tendency to indulge this attitude.
C, a young student, has had some training in music as a
child and possesses sufficient interest to continue its study
for enjoyment and not for professional advancement. C classi-
fies self as an emotional type, which is undoubtedly true,but
answers point to considerable motor attitude and a leaning
toward the imaginative.
D, an adult non-professional lover of music, is imagin-
ative, and when deeply enjoying the music, finds it "takes
one out of one's self and gives a sense of unity with the en-
tire universe." (14)
E, another adult non-professional lover of music, shows
a blending of the intellectual and emotional types; enjoys
modulation, improvises accompaniments. "Music sometimes a-
rouses the impulse to do or say something as fine as the
(14)Appendix II, p. 107.
ce
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music suggests ." (15)
F, an adult listener, speaks of self as a business man
with sufficient bent for music to study it and teach harmony.
G, intellectual, imaginative, finds the "uncouth tones
heard so frequently on the radio today distressing." (16
)
H, a singer, a blend of types, is a college student for
whom "music is creative or recreative; literature is inter-
pretive and often provides the creative background." (17)
I, a violinist, plays with an amateur trio after busi-
ness hours and is a strong believer in the unity of the arts.
J, a high school student, plays the trombone. Music's
strongest appeal for this subject is emotional and analysis
is "like a problem in geometry; after it is solved, there is
no more interest in it." (18)
K is a public school music supervisor, well-balanced,
with a leaning to the intellectual, but far from being cold-
ly analytical.
L, a non-professional, made a conscious effort as an
adult to discover the reason for associates 1 enjoyment of
music and now finds it "a part of the best in my life." (19)
(15) Ibid., p.lll.
(16) Ibid., p. 93.
(17) Ibid., p. 125.% (18) Ibid., p. 103.
(19) Ibid., p. 113-9.
on
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M is so deeply appreciative that one feels face to face
with the paradox, the non-professional professional listener.
His greatest musical pleasure is in hearing children* s voices.
"Anticipated hearing the Welsh boy soloist sing 'In Verdure
Clad', thinking about it through the day. It was an ex-
perience of great beauty." (20)
N directs vocal groups, and finds music a response to
an innate need.
is one of the younger subjects, an emotional listener
with a tendency to the intellectual as experience in music
increases
•
P, a sophomore in high school, does considerable solo
work with the trumpet; a gifted pupil of a well-known pro-
fessional on this instrument, and as is often true with the
younger subjects, occasionally gives a simple straight-for-
ward answer that is like a shaft of light.
Q, a professional, a blend of all types, brings a broad
general culture to musical enjoyment and expression, and has
found the study of allied arts "like having more windows in
a house, each letting in light". (21)
R is another college student, an organist, and finds
greatest appreciation in the re-creating of music.
(20) Ibid., p. 97.
(21) Ibid., p. 125.
cc
2.1
S is a voice teacher, strongly emotional, whose percep-
tion has been quickened by constant study with excellent
teachers since early childhood until"music is as much a
part of life as eating and drinking". (22)
T, a high school student, possessor of an excellent
bass voice, is a devotee of opera, an emotional enthusiast.
U, cellist, director of an orchestra, is naturally a
blend of types; alive to the problems of the listener and
to the increasing complexities of musical expression; looks
"for progress beyond the twelve semi-tone system". (23)
V is the child of the group, pianist for chorus and
orchestra in a large city junior high school; not a prodigy
but thoroughly enjoys the contacts music offers.
3. Summary
We have endeavored to show in this chapter that the
twenty-two subjects interviewed are all lovers of music,
hearing much of it, but presenting sufficient diversifica-
tion as to age, vocation, musical training, activity, pref-
erence and type of listener, to meet the criterion before
mentioned, that generalizations from introspective data, in
order to be valid, must be based on evidence containing
divergent expectations.
(22) Ibid.,?. 119.
(23) Ibid., p. 101.
ism « n<
CHAPTER IV
INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS
"ON LISTENING TO MUSIC ATTENTIVELY."
"The results of the questionnaire as usually-
interpreted tend to strengthen the hold of medio-
crity. They exalt the average and dignify the com-
monplace. The questionnaire, as usually abused,
while it may discover, fails entirely to emphasize
the only thing significant for progress, variations
from the norm." (24)
This portion of the study attempts to discover focal
points, and the interpretation of the data and its evalua-
tion in the light of practice will be treated together. We
shall call attention both to outstanding points of unanim-
ity and variations which appear significant.
1. Knowledge Before Hearing for First Time
What knowledge, if any, do you like to have of a com-
position before hearing it for the first time? (Question-
naire, section II, question 1)
There is an evident agreement on the part of the sub-
jects for a desire for some knowledge before listening to
a composition the first time. Most frequently occurs the
answer;- sufficient to suggest the meaning, or get the idea,
for "music is more than sheer sound". (25) "If music comes
right out of the air, I am apt to wonder about it and wait
(24) F. P. Whitney, The Questionnaire Craze , (Educa-
tional Review, Vol.68, October, 1924), p. 140.
(25) Appendix II, p. 95.
<*
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II II
for something to give me a clue, "(26) inferring that atten-
tion is thus distracted from the enjoyment of the music. As
would be expected, much depends on the type of music. Opera
goers wish to read the libretto, sometimes in its original
literary form, or if devotees, to study the score; if pro-
gram music is in order, the story must be understood; again,
some like to place the composition as to era and style, to
discover "if it reflects a certain period or nationality."
(27) In listening to a symphony, many find the program fur-
nished helpful; others wish to know the thematic material;
and the more highly trained listeners desire to see the
score previously and talk it over with friends who have
given the matter study.
All, regardless of age or type of listener, wish to
have their anticipations aroused in some degree. This would
seem to throw the practice of non-purposeful listening into
the discard, though the variant by D gives it a new lease of
life in an important way: "Occasionally enjoy interpreting
it with no previous knowledge, then talk it over and compare
ideas with another." (28 ) Again, "If not a large work, some-
times like to listen with only such knowledge as a general
background gives," (29) which in this particular instance is
(26) Ibid., p. 93.
(27) Ibid., p. 95.
(28) Ibid., p. 93.
(29) Ibid., p. 94.

far from meagre. Such a practice on occasion should be worth-
while, regardless of listening age. One may then form a judg-
ment unhampered by opinions of others, provided he has made
sufficient associative bonds with good music, to back up his
conclusion, however simple it may be. Otherwise, such pro-
cedure may be harmful to ultimate appreciation.
Perhaps L expresses the general opinion most succintly
in the desire for enough knowledge to "lead thought to right
expectancy," (30) that is, to sufficiently stimulate antici-
pation that the music may make an impress.
2. Customary Manner of Listening
Can you analyze your customary manner of listening to
concerted music which is new to you to discover whether you
attend more closely to
(1) the impression of the mood or moods which the music a-
wakens in your consciousness? or
(2) a judicious appraisal of the composer's use of musical
media? or
(3) the satisfaction of an actual experience of beauty?
Do your reactions vary on repeated hearings of a composition?
In what way? (Questionnaire, section II, question 2 )
To an overwhelming majority of the subjects music is
(30) Ibid., p. 94.
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first and foremost an actual experience of beauty. With some
this is a final outcome of listening as in the case of B,who
at first , "recognizes the beauty subconsciously," but on re-
peated hearings tries to discover "how the composer achieves
it and only then the experience of beauty becomes real." (31)
Others think it difficult to find the cleavage between mood
and beauty, "cannot say which is foremost, whether beauty
makes the mood or mood the beauty." (32) The "satisfaction"
of the experience of beauty, "comes to me by giving up to the
mood." (33)
Repeated hearings bring to many an appraisal of the com-
poser^ use of media, as a means to an end, "serving only to
increase the satisfaction in the beauty of the music," (34)
and "adding to one's stock in trade like increasing vocabula-
ry." (35) Yet L, the subject who learned to love music later
in life, thinks "no more of the media than a lover of paint.--
ing would consider the brush strokes of an artist." (36) With
U, a highly trained listener and orchestra director, such ap>-
praisal takes on importance for, he explains, a discovery of
an unusual use of the language of music, just as in the spoken
language with an excellent choice of words, seems to reveal
(31) Ibid., p. 95.
(32) Ibid., p. 97.
(33) Ibid., p. 96.
(34) Ibid., p. 95.
(35) lbid., p. 95.
(36) lbid., p. 96.
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more subtle meanings.
Thus, whether a composition affects us as an emotional
participation, or we marvel at the artistry of the creator,
in either case, there is sufficient interplay, probably more
strongly from the emotional side, to unfold an esthetic expe-
rience in a perception of beauty. So it would seem that the
development of appreciation must be based on the effort to
increase the vision of beauty, and puts the principal empha-
sis on the esthetic appeal. Does the instruction make the
beauty of the music more evident? Unless beauty is found the
music has riot done the work for which it was created. But
what is this beauty? Answers to a related question may give
us a clue. How is its vision made clear? Again we wait, re-
membering that trained listeners find it difficult to sepa-
rate the interchange of elements. Perhaps the high school boy
with the intuition of youth points the path in forgetting his
desire to follow the instrumentation-"in the interest of the
music itself." (37)
"Love of music comes only with vision of its
beauty, and beauty lives only in sound and in what
some poets call 1 divine forgetfulness 1 , - in this
case, forgetfulness of everything that hinders free
admission to the feeling heart." (38)
(37) Ibid., p. 96.
(38)Edward Dickinson, The Spirit of Music (New York,
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1925)
,
p. 11
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3. Perception of Tonal and Rhythmic Effects
In what ways are your likes and dislikes influenced by
perception of tonal quality? Tonal effects? By rhythmic ef-
fects? Harmonic effects? (Questionnaire , section II, question 3)
One might conclude from the answers that love of beauti-
ful tone is inherent, if not in the entire human race, at
least in that part of it which finds enjoyment in Occidental
music. Tone quality "must be good else it is not worth lis-
tening to." (39) The violinist does not enjoy the virtuso f s
"facility and ease of technique, but rather the way in which
he conveys shades of meaning by tone quality." (40) "A sour
note on the horn" (41) takes the attention from the music to
the player, and is a distraction. So imbedded is this feel-
ing for tone that a music supervisor remarked that"he would
have been dead long ago'(42) if he had not consciously closed
his ears at times. Tonal effects"frequently absorb attention"
(43) but are "more in the realm of the composer." (44)
"Failure to be moved with concord of sweet
sounds, if not high moral treason, is most certain-
ly a sign that the motions of the musical spirit
are dull. The very protoplasm of such enjoyment
begins to disintegrate whenever the quality of tone
ceases to be important. The formal outline of a
Bach fugue remains the same whether the quality be
that of a one manual reed organ in the village church
or on the finest creation of Cavaille-Coll. But if
(39) Appendix II, p. 99.
(40) Ibid., p. 99.
(41) Ibid., p. 100.
(42) Ibid., p. 99.
(43) Ibid., p. 99.
(44) Ibid., p. 100.
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after hearing both kinds of organ, it is still a
matter of indifference to the lover of Bach upon
which set of diapasons his fugues are sounded
forth, then, truly, a lamentable fate has overtaken
his musical appreciation. Only those who are old
in the art of listening, whose memories are filled
to overflowing with the perfections of sound, can
afford to rest content with the subtler satisfac-
tions to be derived from the perception of formal
musical relationships. For less experienced listen-
ers it is a healthy sign when the utmost excellence
of tonal production is demanded, ---"(45)
The answers to the question on rhythm constantly reit-
erate its importance in the listening process. "The seasons
of nature are rhythmic, the heart beat is rhythmic, poetry
satisfies by its rhythm. Music's appeal is basically rhythm-
ic, and when off rhythm, music is disturbing." (46 ) "Coherence
is lost and attention slips." (47) It "is sound in action,"
(48) its "effects are subtle," and must get "the lilt
of it," (49) else it is impossible to "enter the spirit of
a composition; it gives the key to interpretation." (50)
But caution! "Was thrilled the first time I heard Ra-
vel's 'Bolero' because of its rhythm, but repeated hearings
make it inane." (51) Abundance of rhythm but poverty in the
other elements will quickly bring the saturation point in
listening. Why is new jazz continually demanded? If rhythm
(45) Carroll Pratt, The Meaning of Music (New York,
McGraw-Hill Book Co. ,Inc
.
,1931) pp. 74, 75.
(46) Appendix II, p. 99.
(47) Ibid., p. 100.
(48) Ibid., p. 99.
(49) Ibid., p. 98.
(50) Ibid., p. 99.
(51) Ibid., p. 100.
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were taken from it, there would remain little in the way
of musical content. An experiment on the long-time effects
of classical and jazz selections by Gilliland and Moore,
brought repeated threats from a few of the subjects that
they would break the jazz records if required to listen to
them many more times, but enjoyment increased with the so-
called classical selections
.
(52
)
Rhythm is sound in action and should be so appreciated.
The intimate relationship of tone and rhythm, bound up in
harmonic sequences to form the expression called music, must
be reckoned with, even in what the psychologists call kin-
esthetic response to rhythm.
4. Perception of Harmony
Do you apprehend harmony by the movement of the parts,
or as a shifting sequence of beautiful qualities? (Question-
naire, Section II, question 4)
The answers would prove that perception of harmony comes
more often from following its large over-all movement than
from watching its action in small detail. Fourteen apprehend
harmony most frequently as a shifting sequence of beautiful
qualities, six note it both in this manner and as movement
of the parts . All but one of these six however, are trained
musicians and have studied harmony. This one remarks that it
(52) Max Schoen, The Effect of Music (New York, Harcourt
Bruce & Company, Inc
.
, 1927) p. 211.
((
is , "Difficult to answer. If absorbed in a character, am in-
clined to follow it throughout. One of the choir boys has an
unusual voice, not golden, more silver, vibrant, and I find
myself listening for his part". (53) Again the pull of tone
quality, and from the subject whose superior answers on the
universality of rhythm in nature, we quoted. "When writing
harmony think of the line of the voices; when listening,
note the shifting sequence of sound." (54)
For some, much depends upon the music. "A particular
part may be outstanding, because of instrumentation etc.,
and one gets a distinct impression of it as a moving part.
Yet I enjoy Bach with his distinct part work, for the har-
monious effects to be obtained; it is a rolling of sound."
(55) " 'Finlandia' is chunks of sound and many compositions
are an interweaving of sound." (56) Harmony then, is closely
bound up with musical content.
"Newman, in speaking of past treatises on har-
mony, says: T Theory has failed utterly to explain
the practice of its own day. man did not at first
invent a scale and then discover how to make harmon-
ies from it, but a subconscious feeling for harmony-
feeling it may have taken thousands of years to de-
velop - guided him in the construction of the scale. 1 "
(57)
(53) Appendix II, p. 102.
(54) Ibid., p. 102.
(55) Ibid.,p.l~l.
(56) Ibid., p. 101.
(57) Marion Bauer, Twentieth Century Music (New York,
G.P.Putnam's Sons, 1933) p. 120
(c
Steadily the scope of harmony has been enlarged until
today's poly-harmony and atonality are accepted means of
expression. Feel for consonance and dissonance is largely
the result of training. What at first seeme disagreeable,
one day appears delightful. But feel for the movement of
sound, the "kaleidoscopic blending and interchange of tone,"
(58) is a heritage.
Thus the movement and the sound are interlocked to
form the elements with which the craftsman gives us his
musical thought and in the last analysis, it is the satis-
faction in the beauty of variety and contrast found in
this interchange which pleases the listener. We sense the
result most often in its larger relations and it is thus
that we shall best approach it in developing appreciation,
working for response to the sweep of the rhythm, not the
beat of the measure; for the tonal feel of the harmonic
movement, not for the formal application of fixed rules.
5. Perception of Form and Structure
Is your pleasure increased by a conscious following of
musical structure and form, or is it dulled by analysis?
Does familiarity with the music make any difference with
your answer? (Questionnaire, section II, question 5)
(53) Appendix I^p.102.
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Variety and contrast mentioned in connection with the
last question have importance here, in fact, together with
the principle of repetition, so essential in an art of such
materially fleeting sounds, they are the foundations of form.
The answers show that a degree of analysis is essential
to the full enjoyment of the beauty of music, but to the lis-
tener, form is a secondary consideration and familiarity the
key that unlocks its significance. The sharpening of the fac-
ulties of observation discloses new beauties not noted on
first hearing.
There is much agreement that if analysis is over-empha-
sized enjoyment is dulled, even for the musically trained
and intellectual type of listener. "Detest going to symphony
with a critical analyst." (59) "Prefer not to — dissect
something of which I am very fond. Wish to study it first
and when listening to it, not to be interrupted with atten-
tion to details." (60)
Apparently the fullest appreciation is secured by those
who see most clearly the unity between form and content.
More is offered than form alone can give.
"There is a widespread idea that the apprecia-
tion of music can come only by an analysis of the
actual contents of the music presented - the illus-
(59) Ibid., p.lQ3.
(60) Ibid., p. 104.
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tration of a melody, its interplay with other melo-
dies, the various changes of key, and the general
arbitrary definition of its form. This idea has a-
risen out of the old form of analytical program
first used at the old Crystal Palace Sunday concerts
- the first concerts of their kind in this country,
in that they consisted of a regular series of pre-
sentations of the great masterpieces of orchestral
and chamber music. The audiences at these concerts
consisted mainly of professional musicians and
skilled amateurs, who could read and translate such
an analytical essay and derive an intellectual en-
joyment from it which was impossible to the non-
technical music-lover. This form of program became
popular to such an extent that it is still presented
at the concerts of today. It had its uses, because
in those days even skilled amateurs and professional
musicians were often ignorant of the form and con-
tent of the thing they went to hear: or alternatively
copies of the music were so expensive and difficult
to come by as to make the analytical program the
nearest form of the copy there was . It did serve the
purpose of a sort of synopsis which helped the lis-
tener . But it also did the dis -service of pan-
dering to the weaker spirits, who, even when scores
were available, neglected to prepare beforehand a
knowledge of the work they went to hear." ('61)
In the development of appreciation, analysis of struc-
tural details must serve only to bring out their intrinsic
worth in increasing esthetic enjoyment. Nor should it be
done by an analytical, unimaginative process; rather it
must be a spontaneous discovery of a reason for the percep-
tion of beauty. When such discovery has been made and a
particular concept formed, it may almost be taken for grant-
ed in similar subsequent examples, until by gradual absorb-
(61) Thomas Fielden, Music and Character (London, Ivor
Nicholson and Watson, Ltd., 1933) pp. 52-3.
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tion, positive however, not negative, the perception of
beauty revealed by formal structure becomes instinctive and
more or less unconscious.
wDo not feel that to appreciate music properly
you must be able to repeat this analysis of every-
thing you hear. As you progress you will find that
you are instinctively aware of repetition and vari-
ation of material o When this happens so naturally
that you still have a portion of attention left to
devote to the subjective, emotional side of the mu-
sic, you may be entitled to feel that you understand
something of the language of music." (62)
"Music was born free; and to win freedom is its
destiny. But Form, in itself, is the opposite
pole of freedom from the limitations of matter.
Our lawgivers have identified the spirit and e-
motion, the individuality of these composers and
their time, with the 'symmetric 1 music, and finally,
being powerless to recreate either the spirit, or
the emotion, or the time, have retained the Form as
a symbol, and made it into a fetish, a religion. The
composers sought and found this form as the aptest
vehicle for communicating their ideas; their souls
took flight - and the lawgivers discover and cherish
the garments Euphorion left behind on earth.
A lucky find I 'Twas now or never;
The flame is gone, it's true - however,
No need to pity mankind now.
Enough is left for many a poet's tiring,
Or to breed envy high and low;
And though I have no talents here for
hiring,
I'll hire the robe out, anyhow
„
Is it not singular, to demand of a composer ori-
ginality in all things, and to forbid it as regards
form? No wonder that, once he becomes original, he is
(62) Douglas Moore, Listening to Music (New York, W.W.
Norton & Co., Inc., 1932) p. 130
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accused of 'formlessness'. Mozart! the seeker and the
finder, the great man with the childlike heart - it
is he we marvel at, to whom we are devoted; but not
his Tonic and Dominant, his Developments and Codas.
(63)
6. Effects of Association
How is your enjoyment of music affected by association?
By comparison of effects of one composition with another?
(Questionnaire, section II, question 6)
The answers to this question were not as directly forth-
coming from the subjects as on many of the queries, for com-
parison seemed such a natural thing to do that one was hardly
conscious of it as a factor in enjoyment. Perhaps this is as
it should be with a group of people who are hearing music so
constantly. Even the fourteen-year old listener remarks, "I
like to hear other people play pieces we play in our orchestra
(64) H probes more deeply, "One recognizes the art of various
composers, the likeness in mood and flow of tone. This is
true also in poetry, literature, and the other arts. It is
like a revelation, gives more insight and enriches the en-
joyment of music." (65)
Two familiar types of association appear in the answers,
a recall of similar thoughts and ideas on repeated hearings
(63) Ferruccio Busoni, A Mew Esthetic of Music (New York,
G.Schirmer, 1911) pp. 5, 6, 7.
(64) Appendix II, p. 107.
(§5) Ibid., p. 105-6.
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of a composition and of pleasure or dislike due to extrane-
ous influences present on the first hearing of a composition.
Association sometimes has unfortunate effects on enjoyment.
"Never hear 'Lucia 1 but think of Tetrazinni throwing kisses
to the audience. Spoils it for me." (66) Why do some persons
exclaim after a concert, "Wonderful, profound," and others
reply "Impossible". K humorously gives the answer in a story
of Mark Twain. "A woman asked him if he really thought the
lecture he had given was worth the dollar admission charged.
He replied,' It depends on what you brought to it.' "(67)
The implication for the teacher is clearly a mandate to
make the first-hearing lessons as pleasurable and full of
beauty as possible and form associative connections with the
best
.
"We learn to appreciate pictures and cultivate
taste for them by constant association with good
ones, learning something new with every fresh pic-
ture, and so acquire a technique in discrimination
of pictures, not a technique in painting them .
In the same way, constant association with, and con-
sequent acquisition of taste for good music is a
thing which all men would strive for, did they only
realize that it was not necessary to begin by grind-
ing at the intellectual and technical side. And no
one will doubt that such striving after an in-
tangibly beautiful thing is a large factor in our
education; it is bound to react on our characters
as individuals and as a community, ." (68)
(66) Ibid., p. 105.
(67) Ibid., p. 106.
(68) Thomas Fielden, op.cit., p. 70.
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7. Response to Hood
Does music create a mood or an emotional response within
you? Does It ever change your mood? Do you merely recognize
the mood or emotion of the music, or do you participate in
the mood of the music? (Questionnaire, section II, question 7)
Music is often spoken of as a language of the emotions,
"a galaxy of moods". (69) Type of listener, age, and musical
training makes no variant in the positive assertion that mu-
sic creates a mood, an emotional response. Many feel that
music changes one's mood, though the raison d'etre may vary
with the music and again with the feeling of the moment.
"The mood of a composition often grips me and changes my
thinking." (70) "If I am out of sorts and sit down to the
piano and play, can set my world right again." (71)
Participation in the mood varies, the intellectual lis-
teners being less likely to participate strongly, though a
greater degree seems essential to performance. "Have to feel
the emotion keenly in order to put it across to an audi-
ence." (72) Over-participation may be due more to love of
excitement than to love of music.
Since mood is so universal, let us digress from the
(69) Appendix II, o. 109.
(70) Ibid., P . 103/
(71) Ibid., P . 107.
(72) Ibid., p. 109.
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questionnaire for a moment to investigate its meaning rela-
tive to music.
"A short time ago an experiment was conducted
in a class in psychology at Columbia University. A
list of abstractions which music could express was
prepared as follows
:
1. Exuberance, intoxication
2. Piety, religious devotion
(etc., to the number of 20.)
The results were astonishing in their ex-
actitude, the students participating in this exper-
iment were not trained in music but all of them
stated that they were fond of it and went occasion-
ally to concerts. Out of twenty compositions played,
in one case only was there substantial agreement as
to the underlying emotion. Practically the entire
class voted that the choral of Bach, T Now Let Every
Tongue Adore Thee,* represented majesty and gran-
deur.
Would a group of trained musicians do any bet-
ter with a list of unfamiliar compositions? proba-
bly, because there are certain conventions relating
to the expression of emotion which would be of as-
sistance to an experienced listener." (73)
In discussing a similar experiment Pratt says:
"Many of the observers, in following uncritic-
ally the instructions to report accompanying moods,
may have been describing the true character of the
music and not the way they themselves felt. The re-
ports were all included, however, under the head of
emotion, which presumably meant felt subjective e-
motion. An interesting dilemma therefore faced the
authors in their conclusions. Many of the moods re-
ported would have to be classified under the un-
pleasant emotional states, and yet the observers all
enjoyed the music! Since all of the comments which
have been thus classified were accompanied by judg-
ments ascribing some degree of pleasantness to the
compositions that inspired them, it is clear that
none of the unpleasant emotions indicated could have
(73) Douglas lloore, op.cit., pp. 12, 13.

exceeded the mild unpleasantness which is compat-
ible with aesthetic enjoyment!
How far can unpleasantness go before it is in-
compatible with aesthetic enjoyment? Can a person
enjoy music and have an unpleasant emotion at the
same time? Are there mixed fee longs?
In the fugue from the funeral march in Bee
thoven's 'Eroica' the fortissimo clashing of the
dissonances and the pounding of the double against
the triple rhythms build up for some twelve or fif-
teen relentless measures the inescapable impression
of bitter strife and acute anguish. Now bitter
strife and anguish, if felt as one's own emotions,
are intensely unpleasant. Eut is the listening to
the second movement of Eeethoven's Third Symphony
an intensely unpleasant experience?
Who knows, as a matter of fact, whether words
used for subjective moods were originally applied
to subjective or to objective states? Was the word
'Agitated' e.g., first used to describe the way a
person felt, or to describe the appearance of ocean
waves in a storm and the sound of winds rushing
through the trees?
It is perhaps unfortunate, for a theoretical
understanding of music, that these characters of
tonal movement, because of their formal affinity
to bodily movements, are so frequently described
by words which also denote moods and emotions, for
these auditory characters are not emotions at all.
They merely sound the way moods feel . Hence the am-
biguity of the phrase 'language of the emotions'.
More often than not these formal characters of mu-
sic go unnamed: they are simply what the music is,
and by their presence, whether named or not, they
give to any composition its distinctive style.
Bach's G-minor Fugue for organ is very different
in character from Wagner's Prelude to 'Tristan and
Isolde'. And this difference is more than the dif-
ference in notes, rhythms, accents, and harmonies
employed. These latter items only serve to account
for some of the conditions that make the differ-
ence. They are not themselves the differentiating
character. Solvitur audlendo. The Prelude is ardent
erotic, full of suspense, longing, unfulfillment
.
The fugue is rigid, majestic, unrelenting in its
onward sweep, possessed of tremendous energy -
words are feeble instruments to describe its char
acter. It is this individualizing quality of a
•
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musical composition, usuall/ so far beyond the reach
of words, that the phrase "character of musical form"
is intended to comprehend. Language of the emotions-
yes; but emotions removed from the sphere of bodily
sensation and presented to the listening ear through
the sensuous medium of moving, meaningless, wondrous
sounds." (74)
The mood release is then the interpretation of the com-
poser^ language. Music reaches the feelings through ideas
that by interpretation may appeal directly to the emotions.
Hence the response to be sought is not a response to sensa-
tion but to Idea .
8. Visual Images
Are you ever conscious of visual images? To what ex-
tent ? (Questionnaire , section II, question 8)
All are conscious of visual images, but the extent shows
a wide range, varying from rarely to conscious practice as an
aid in working out interpretations for performance, and de-
pending on the associations which the listener brings to the
composition as well as on the type of music. Pictorial roman-
tic music, suggesting nature scenes, is most frequently men-
tioned as occasioning images, but note is made twice of a
feeling more than a seeing of immensity and large spaces in
connection with so-called pure music.
We need not go deeply into the subject of whether the
imaging is the result of the auditory stimulus of the music
(74) Pratt, op. cit. , pp. 199-204.
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or cones from sources outside the music, and hence non-audi-
tory. It is sufficient to realize that here is a means of
picturing the idea which certain music intends to convey, but
such suggestions had best be kept within the province of a
stimulus produced by the action of the music itself, and not
allowed to run wild. Anyone in close contact with children
realizes that a word is often sufficient to start a whole
train of images, and that again, a suggestion of imagery,
drawn from the children, furnishes just the stimulus needed
to bring about a truly appreciative performance. It is like
a condiment that adds piquancy to the dish, but we would not
care for cayenne from soup to dessert.
9. On Meaning
"Does music ever, often or usually seem to have a
meaning, a message, something beyond itself? Does it seem to
remain just music with no suggestion beyond itself? Is it
sometimes the one and sometimes the other? If so, please spec -
ify. " (Lee ) (Questionnaire, section II, question 9)
Almost without exception, music does have a meaning be-
yond itself to the subjects interviewed, though "some compo-
sitions have a more significant meaning than others," (75)
dependent "on whether the mood of the listener is ready for
(75) Appendix ii, p< 112.
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something beyond itself." (76) The manner of answering this
question has been of interest to the interviewer. One's feel-
ings on such subjects are an extremely personal matter. Some
of the most significant answers were given, perhaps not with
reluctance, but reticently. Again, after a moment's thought,
might come a simple statement of affirmation that carried the
finality of conviction. Each shows such individuality that
several will be quoted.
"Music must have something beyond itself for it carries
over; one can recall the feeling later in the day, and it re-
turns in the same form, and in that sense, music is everlast-
ing." (77)
"Part I like best is the struggle to make it express
the meaning I feel in it," is from a performer. (78
)
"Music sometimes arouses the impulse to do or say
something as fine as the music suggests." (79)
"Reveals emotions which are not always comprehen-
sible." (80)
Gives "a feeling of wanting to continue with the music
and not come back to the realization of the things about." (81)
(76) Ibid., p.lll.
(77) Ibid., p. 112.
(78) Ibid., p.lll.
(79) Ibid., p.lll.
(80) Ibid., p. 112.
(81) Ibid., p. 112.
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"Great music expresses realities beyond sound. It seems
to me an evidence of continuous life." (82)
"Music has a language of its own, and I find it impossi-
ble to put it into words." (83)
"The painter, the worker in any field of art tries to
express an understanding beyond self, and reaches out to some
Truth and Beauty. The most intelligent listener hears it
thus." (84)
"Music is a vocal part of this vibrating universe, and
great minds among composers have drawn from this source." (85)
It is worthy of note that these answers are not all from
adults. Two quoted are from high school students, and one
from a college student. Walt Whitman said that 'music is what
awakes in you when you are reminded by the instrument.'
"no one can express either in spoken or written
words the effect produced by music; for pure music
is a language of its own, quite untranslatable by
pencil or by pen. It is the greatest of all the arts,
because it speaks to us with a direct force and with
a hint of infinite meaning entirely beyond the range
of painting, poetry, sculpture, and architecture. The
fact that when we try to explain even in our own
thoughts how 'music makes us feel' we are immediate-
ly baffled, is perhaps in itself an indication that
music penetrates deeper than the foundations of
speech." (86
)
(82) Ibid., p. 112.
(83) Ibid., p. 112.
(84) Ibid., p. 113.
(85) Ibid., p. 113.
(86) William Lyon Phelps, Music (New York,B.P.Dutton & Co.,
Inc., 1930) pp. 21, 22.
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The oft-quoted passage from Abt Vogler expresses the
thought with a poet's vision.
-
But here is the finger of God, a flash of the will
that can,
Existent, behind all laws, that made them and,lo,
they are!
And I know not if, save in this, such gift be allowed
to man,
That out of three sounds he frame, not a fourth sound,
but a star.
Robert Browning
'.That is this meaning, this reflection of infinite real-
ities? In the opinion of Oscar Wilde," 'Music can never re-
veal its ultimate secret.' The joy and the inspiration of it
are in its mystery. It calls to the unfathomable mystic which
every man carries about with him. "(87)
Perhaps this is why "The besetting sin of certain
schools of psychology has been the use of the concept
'meaning' as a sort of wastebasket into which could be
thrown various psychological experiences which did not
yield conveniently to description in terms of simple
sensory process.
So baffling and discordant have been the results
from experimental studies of meaning that many text-
books of psychology circumvent the topic whenever pos-
sible. Some psychologists conveniently sidestep the
problem altogether by maintaining in all seriousness
that the topic of meaning does not belong to psychol-
ogy. Such an ostrichlike procedure is deplorable.
'Meaning' may be defined as those qualities which
reveal no correspondence with the physical properties
of the stimulus (88 J (The italics are not Pratt's).
"A further stage in musical appreciation is reached
when the appeal to the senses and to the mind is supple
-
(87) Edward Dickinson, op. cit
., p. 112
(88) Carroll C. Pratt, op. cit ., p. 69, 11, 9.

merited by an appeal to the spirit. 'Spiritual 1 may seem
a strong word to use, but even the most bigoted materi-
alist will acknowledge that there is something in our
nature behind and above our intellectual faculties , some-
thing which is touched by a beautiful landscape, or a
picture or a poem, and most constantly and unmistaka-
bly by music. Far deeper than the mind lies the
springs that are touched. " (89
)
10 • Summary
Since sound is the medium by which music reaches us, an
extended analysis has been made of the customary manner of
listening to music attentively. The results of this show that
music is valued primarily for its power to unfold an experi-
ence of beauty.
When most keenly enjoyed the anticipations have been
aroused sufficiently to lead thought into the right mood,
and the music so performed that perfection of tonal qualities
and rhythmic satisfaction make it possible to receive the
spirit of the composition.
Harmony is perceived more often as a shifting sequence
of beautiful qualities than as a movement of the parts, that
is, in its broader dimensions as bound up in the variety and
contrast of tone and rhythm.
Enjoyment of beauty of form comes to most listeners on
repeated hearings. Analysis must not be over-emphasized,but
so developed that the perception of beauty in formal structure
(89) J .A.Fuller-Maitland,The Spell of Music (London,
John Murray , 1927 ) . P . 4 9
.
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becomes intuitive and sufficiently unconscious not to de-
tract from the subjective emotional side of the music
•
The associations which one brings to the listening have
a strong bearing on enjoyment. First-hearings should be made
as pleasurable as possible. Comparison of one composition
with another seems a natural consequence of extensive lis-
tening and increases discrimination of beauty.
All listeners interviewed find a response to mood in
music, but the emotion felt lies not so much in the sphere
of bodily sensation as in the realm of Idea; in other words,
in an esthetic emotion which may either be merely recognized
or directly participated in, dependent on the music and on
the listener.
Much music does have a meaning beyond itself which may
be defined as those qualities which show no connection with
the physical properties of the stimulus, and penetrate be-
yond the meaning of speech.
cc
CHAPTER V
INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS
ON DEVELOPMENT OF MUSIC APPRECIATION
This portion of the study deals with the somewhat more
objective questions on the development of appreciation, al-
though the data is still necessarily in the realm of opinion
and not of unequivocal fact.
1. Most Potent Factors
What have been the most potent factors in developing
your appreciation of music? (Questionnaire, section III,
question 1 )
As stated before, this question was first asked baldly
in the belief that replies would be less biased by sugges-
tion, then repeated in another form at the end of the ques-
tionnaire, listing possible factors and asking the subjects
to check them progressively in the order of value in their
particular development of appreciation.
The results of the first inquiry shown graphically in
Table III connote the value of hearing good music as of
foremost importance, the thought being expressed in varied
phraseology; as "sufficient pocketbook to hear good music",
(90) "the appeal of beauty in music itself". (91) Thirteen
(90) Appendix II, p.ii4.
(91) Ibid., p. 115.
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TABLE III - MOST POTENT FACTORS IN DEVELOPING APPRECIATION
AS GIVEN .TITHOUT SUGGESTIONS
FACTOR FIRST MENTION SECOND MENTION THIRD MENTION
'
2 3 4
1.Appeal of jnusic 13 6
2. Participation 1 9 1
3. Direct study 4 4 4
4. Natural liking 2
5. "Need of ex- 1
pression
6. "Will to listen" 1
Total
4(
give this primary mention and six, secondary mention.
Participation is of next importance, again In numerous
forms; picking out accompaniments, singing in choral organ-
izations, etc., with nine mentioning this as a second fac-
tor and one giving it first place.
Direct study, the third factor, is foremost with only
four, though it will be remembered that nine are classified
as professional musicians. Pour give this second mention and
four, third mention.
Two give first place to natural liking, one to the "need
of expressing myself", (92) and another to the "will to lis-
ten" (93) this one being the interesting subject who made
"music a part of the best in life" (94) because he wished
to discover why friends found so much pleasure in the art.
It is worthy of note that eight mention specifically the in-
fluence of good music in the home, and six others infer such
an environment.
To sum up the results of this question conceraing the
most potent factors in developing an appreciation of music,
we find that the subjects interviewed in giving unpremedi-
tated answers, consider the appeal of good music of fore-
most importance, participation next, and direct study tft
(92) Ibid., p. 114.
(93) Ibid., p. 115.
(94) Ibid., p. 113-9.
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third place.
Now let us turn to the other version of this question.
Check the principal factors in order of their importance
in the development of your appreciation. (Questionnaire, sec-
tion III, question 8)
a. Natural liking
b. Early environment
c. Opportunity to hear good music
do Acquired indirect knowledge
Reading
Conversation with musical friends, etc.
e. Direct study
Courses in appreciation
Other study
f. Participation
For own amusement
Member of musical organization
Many of the subjects found it difficult to attribute pri
mary importance to one factor alone, feeling rather that it
was a result of several factors in combination and checking
it thus. Table IV shows roughly this combining of factors.
The figures in parentheses indicate the item checked as a pri
mary isolated factor, the other figures denote its mention in
any respect.
We find the appeal of good music still dominant and nat-
ural liking second in importance with eight checks. Note how-
over, that five of these latter were given as parallel in im-
portance with hearing good music. Environment and participa-
tion stand next with five checks each, but again four on en-
vironment were given in conjunction with hearing good music,
-.Jot
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TABLE IV. - MOST POTENT FACTORS IN DEVELOPING APPRECIATION
AS CHECKED FROM SUGGESTED ITEMS
Choice Natural
liking
Early en-
vironment
Good
music
1 Indirect
knowledge
Direct
study
1 Partici-
pation
1 od O 4 5 6 7
First 8(3)* 5(1)* 12(5)* 1 4(2)* 5(2)*
Second 4 3 7 1 3 8
Third 2 1 1 5 9 7
Fourth 2 6 1 7 2
Fifth 3 3 1 6 1 1
Sixth 1 2 1 2 1
Of no
import
2 2 1 1
Total 22 22 22 22 22 22
# Single choice. Explained in text.
Boston University
School oT. ion"
Library
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and in the total of five on participation, one was combined
with hearing good music and another with direct study.
In order to arrive at a more workable conclusion, Table
V has been made showing a partial cumulative frequency. Thus
we find that opportunity to hear good music is primary, par-
ticipation secondary, direct study third, natural liking
fourth, early environment fifth, and indirect study sixth.
The original spark for the esthetic perception lies in-
herently in the beauty of the music itself. It is the stim-
ulus that asks only the flash of a receptive response.
Charles Farnsworth in a lecture given before a group of mu-
sic supervisors illustrated this fundamental principle.
"There are few words in our language that have
as wide a variation in their application as has the
word beauty. let us consider the interest ta-
ken in beauty when its effect on us is in propor-
tion to our complete absorption in what we hear, so
much so that we seem to be taken out of ourselves
and to be in a state of self-forgetting, a state in
which the fine arts become princesses in their
own rights
.
It may seem to some of the more sober-minded
among you that such states are more examples of
auto-suggestion. May I present to you examples
showing that instead of being abnormal and un-
healthy mental states they may be and generally
are, the very opposite. The lack of frequency of
such states is due more to self-indulgent, emotion-
ally unhealthy way in which we ordinarily live, so
given over to a purely physical existence that the
ministrations of beauty rarely reach within.
t My first illustration is a poem by Wordsworth
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TABLE V. - PARTIAL CUMULATIVE FREQUENCY OF POTENT FACTORS
AS CHECKED FROM SUGGESTED ITEMS
Choice Natural
liking
Early en-
vironment
Good
music
Indirect
knowledge
Direct
study
Partic-
ipation
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
First 8 5 12 1 4 5
Second 12 8 19 2 7 13
Third 14 9 20 7 16 20
Fourth 16 15 21 14 18 20
i
'Ocean and earth, the solid frame of earth
And ocean's liquid mass, in gladness lay-
Beneath him:- Far and wide the clouds were
touched,
And in their silent faces could be read
Unutterable love. Sound needed none,
Nor any voice of joy; his spirit drank
The Spectacle; sensation, soul and form,
All melted into him; they swallowed up
His animal being; in them did he live,
And by them did he live ; they were his life
.
In such access of mind, in such high hour
Of visitation from the living God,
Thought was not; in enjoyment it expired.
No thanks he breathed, he proffered no
request;
Rapt in still communion that transcends
The perfect offices of prayer and praise
His mind was a thanksgiving to the power
That made him; it was blessedness and love! T
Here are some illustrations from my Musical Art
classes. They were the first work of students, on
the second day that we had met, before the subject
of appreciation had been discussed.
The first is from a mature woman on seeing the
Sistine Madonna. She relates that after taking a
seat before the picture, the next thing that she
was conscious of in the ordinary way, was that the
attendant was touching her on the shoulder and tell-
ing her it was time to leave. She had been there
two hours .
The second experience is that of a young stu-
dent on first hearing 'The Barber of Seville'. The
preceding state had simply been marked by an in-
tense desire to hear Galli-Curci sing. Nothing re-
markable was felt about the experience until the
Bell Song was reached, when the student says, 'I
lost all consciousness of everything. I felt as if
I were in another world.
(Another) experience was awakened by a
morning-glory that had blossomed over a kitchen
door. The subject had been washing dishes and work-
ing with no very definite set in consciousness; no
impression of being particularly excited or happy.
The attention was suddenly drawn to the color and
form of the flower. She says,'l had a sense of
c1 »
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being one with that blue; I stood there only an
instant, I suppose, but I went back to my work with
a sense of having been many miles away for a long
period of time. I had a realization of a definite,
W keen happiness.
Finally, we have an experience in connection
with a view of Mt. Ranier. The student had spent
the night with a camping party and on coming out of
her tent caught a vision of the mountain lit up by
the early sunlight. f I was filled with an al-
most overpowering feeling of awe that so many stri-
king characteristics could be found in just one
place, and with a great feeling of reverence for
the Maker of such beauty.* " (95)
Perhaps such response to beauty should be enough, but
we are not so constituted. When such beholding has been ac-
corded us there follows a desire to become an integral part
of it, to give out something of that we have received, not
necessarily in kind, but in nature. This would seem to be
the motive force behind participation as the second most im-
portant factor. This participation may be no more than an
expression of gratitude for such pleasure, and a resolve to
find more of it. The more we perfect our achievement in
practice and demonstration, the more vivid and full of mean-
ing will beauty become. This effort may be only practice in
listening or it may be practice through attempted perform-
ance •
(95) Charles Farnsworth, "Beauty in Music", Music Super -
visors T National Conference, Journal of Proceedings
,
1929)
pp.404-6.

Appreciation of music must be more a means of cultiva-
tion than a pastime. Hence the third factor in its develop-
ment:- study, Fielden says knowledge of the language "does
not rest in the ability to perform pieces on an instrument
or to sing a song. we must have a surer foundation
if we are to keep up our knowledge of the language". He adds
that the study of music helps to "develop the faculty for
clear listening and aesthetic feeling". (96) The fullest ap-
preciation rarely comes to those who have not lived with
music in intimate study.
2. Greatest stimulus in refining musical taste
What has been the greatest stimulus in refining your
musical taste and promoting wiser judgments in respect to
relative values? (Questionnaire, section III, question 2)
An increase in perceptive powers is apparently due
most often to direct association with musical friends or
teachers and in consequence "know what to look for," (97)
and obtain "confidence in own taste." (98) Thirteen sub-
jects so signify. The greatest similarity in other ans-
wers centers on the acquiring of knowledge through direct
study. "Music is written according to certain laws which
(96) Fielden, op.cit
. ,
pp. 85-6
(97) Appendix I I, p. 116.
(98) Ibid., p. 116.
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one must understand in order to fully appreciate ." (99)
Here again we have the proof that full appreciation is
^ not lightly acquired. Dickinson quotes a statement from Em-
erson to the effect that the chief value we get from other
minds is provocation * Again from Otto Kahn, that people by
and large, whatever their station, are not born with good
taste. "But that the masses of the American people are sus-
ceptible to the message of true art, that they welcome and
gladly follow leadership on the road to knowledge and dis-
cernment." (100)
3. Type of appreciation attained
Do you consider the appreciation you have attained more
(1) an outgrowth of knowledge, a gratification of
the intellectual nature? or
(2 ) an expanding of the emotional nature? or
(3) a response to an innate need, a faculty to see
greater depths in life ?
Primary and secondary mention
.
(Questionnaire , sec-
tion III, question 3).
Thirteen consider appreciation a response to an innate
need, three of these paralleling it with emotional response,
and tvvo finding it a blend of all, response to need predom-
I •
(99) Ibid., p. 117.
(100) Zdward Dickinson, op.cit
.
,p .60, pref .xii
.
r
inating. Six, Including the three before mentioned, give ex
pansion of the emotional nature primary importance, and
nine mention it as secondary. Five strongly believe It is
a consequence of the development of mental powers. One sub-
ject, the fourteen-year old child, does not answer definite
ly, but "likes it naturally". (101)
"Would say that it seems to satisfy me." (102) "Life
without music would be barren." (103) "Music is as much a
part of life as eating and drinking." (104)
Enjoyment of music may and undoubtedly does gratify
the intellectual nature and increases as a "consequence of
the development of mental powers." (105) The emotional na-
ture is "constantly expanded thereby," (106) but love of
music is more than an expanding of the emotional nature,
with a majority of the subjects it is a response to an in-
nate need. Is this surprising? The origin of music has al-
ways been an inveigling subject for poet and philosopher.
"Music expresses qualities of emotion and of
thought, not thoughts or emotions; it embodies proc-
esses of feeling and thinking rather than substance.
Thus it is the most intimate of the arts. In his
music the composer utters his very heart - those
vague and deep tendencies which could never be ex-
pressed in words or visual forms, but which lie at the
very basis of character, and indeed of human nature
(101) Appendix II, p. 119.
(102) Ibid., o. 118.
(103) Ibid., p. 113.
(104) Ibid., p. 119.
(105) Ibid., p. 113.
(106) Ibid., p. 113.
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itself. And we hear and understand them If we are
great enough, and discover that his music expresses
not only himself, but us as well: through the chan-
nel of his individual style flow those general
strivings and satisfactions which are common to us
all. "(107)
4. Natural endowment
Do you consider that you were given a natural endow-
ment for music ? (Questionnaire , section III, question 4.)
It is not the purpose of this study to enter the con-
troversy on whether musical ability is inherited or acquired
by training. So far as it is possible to learn, there is no
proof that musical ability is inherited. Dr. Mursell sums
up the research on this problem thus:-
"We cannot say that nature gives the child a
definite musical endowment and that beyond this
nothing can be done about it. It is true however
that musical ability is quite specialized within
family groups ." (108)
In wording this question, natural endowment was chosen
rather than musical ability, as this seemed: to savor less of
skill in performance, and rather to connote a tendency .This
point of view was not stated in the interview.
Seventeen subjects immediately responded "Yes", two im-
mediately "No". One of these latter made the interesting
statement that "Music is a language. All French children
(107) Elizabeth Woods,Music and Meaning (Cambridge ,Mass
.
,
Harvard University Press, 1932) p. 33.
(108) Mursell-Glenn,op.cit
.
,p.l7.
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speak French, but are not born with the ability to do so, or
to learn French better than any other language ."( 109 ) For
purposes of this study it is sufficient to state that the
majority of the subjects believe there is something innate
in their makeup which responds to music with pleasure.
5. Music memory
Of what value do you consider* the cultivation of music
memory in developing appreciation ? (Questionnaire , section III,
question 5)
The value of music memory as a factor in increasing ap-
preciation appears to be found in the fact that, "there is
more interest in hearing something one knows well." (110)"If
I know a composition from memory, I can follow details and
get a deeper insight into its meaning." (Ill ) It "increases
musical grasp and makes for careful listening." (112 ) E sounds
the dominant note, "memory should never be forced. It
should be the outgrowth of a natural situation, a desire to
know because it was liked," (113) and liked because beauty was
found.
(109) Appendix I I, p. 12 0.
(110) Ibid., p. 122.
(111) Ibid., p. 121.
(112) Ibid., p. 122.
(113) Ibid., P . 121-2.
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6. Music History and Biography
How much has your appreciation been increased by a
knowledge of the forces behind the creation; i .e
.
, compo-
ser's life, era, environment , etc.? (Questionnaire, section
III, question 6)
A minority group feels that while this is interesting,
it does not materially increase appreciation. The majority
holds that it has valuable appreciative aspects ; "get the
flavor of the music"; (114) "intensifies to be able to con-
nect the music with time or circumstance." (115) The younger
subjects who have been exposed to this in school work, cham-
pion the cause. "Have moved to a city high school now, where
such courses are given, with opportunities to join an orch-
estra and progress. It makes music seem like a real subject
for study and is valuable ." (116
)
Olin Downes, in his foreword of 'Lure of Music', relates
an incident concerning the importance of such work.
"A friend of mine had a graphophone which he
occasionally enjoyed. He used to say that 'he
wasn't musical' but he 'knew what he liked.' His
repetory was small, but pleasing to him, since,
thanks to the records, he had become acquainted
with some half-dozen pieces of fairly good music,
(114) Ibid., p. 124.
(115) Ibid., p. 123.
(116) Ibid., p. 123.
(
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and could even whistle scraps of them from memory.
He never knew how musical he was until he
chanced one day on a paragraph in a book his daugh-
ter was reading, about one of the compositions9 that he liked. He suddenly realized that this com-
position told the story of an episode in the life
of another man, a human being who lived, struggled,
rejoiced, and narrated his experiences in tha lan-
guage of tone
.
Having read the story, he played the record
over again, and discovered that it meant far more
to him than it ever had before . " (117
)
Such a practice then is a helpful means of motivation.
It may be used to increase anticipation, but should not be
an excuse to make the music appreciation lesson merely a
means of imparting information about music.
7. Paralleling the arts
Of what value is the paralleling of music with liter-
ature, art, history, etc.? (Questionnaire, section III,
question 7)
Answers to this question are largely a peon of praise
on the value of such activities in the development of ap-
preciation. "A cycle of thought increases breadth of ap-
preciation;" (118 ) is "like having more windows in a house,
each letting in light"; (119) "making a well-rounded whole.
One more fully and pleasurably interprets the cycles of his-
(117) Olin Downes, The Lure of Music (New York, Harper
& Brothers, 1918) Foreword^
(118) Appendix II, p. 125.
(119) Ibid., p. 125.
c
tory in the esthetic thought of mankind"
.
(120) "The finest
lesson I ever had on beauty of tone color was in a lecture
by Ernst Major who related the development of pictures to
color qualities of tones in music." (121) This last answer
is significant in that a subject who has had most excellent
instruction in voice as well as piano should have received
the greatest help in the field of tone, considered of prima-
ry importance, from a lecture by an art teacher on the paint-
ing of pictures.
Several articles have appeared in recent magazines on
this subject.
"Lawrence Gilman made last year an exceedingly
acute observation. In attempting to explain the ap-
parent paradox that in Paderewski we have the world's
greatest pianist despite an imperfect technic and
frequently bad pianism, he came to the penetrating
conclusion that - in Paderewski* s playing there is
a quality of universal reference which gives it such
a profound significance.
'Universal reference!' Let us look into this
idea.
Even our cold psychology text books are inter-
ested in parallel sense response. And I insist that
the musician whose eye has feasted on Venetian color
will demand from his violin a more ravishing tone
color, that the pianist who has imbibed the strange
pale blue of Boucher will demand from his instrument
more exquisite pearl-like tones in a Mozart Sonata.
It is my sincere convietion that I have given stu-
dents a deeper comprehension of Bach by going to the
museum with them and pointing out the soaring rapture
of the Notre Dame Cathedral than by hours devoted to
(120) Ibid., p. 124.
(121) Ibid., p. 125.
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the technical study of counterpoint." (122)
Why do we not have more of this in school music? It is
not entirely because of the inability of teachers to present
it, due to training or disposition. In planning a course of
study why should each department be set off in its individual
pigeon-hole? When a sufficient number of teachers are imbued
with the worthiness of this procedure such a unity of the
arts will be realized.
A series of Hayward's red-letter days combining the ef-
forts of the art, literature, and music departments of a
high school would present a needed viewpoint Such a unity
would show clearly that the social forces which have made
for a more equitable sharing of the good things of life
have found expression in the creative impulse. The arts are
not an isolated subject, a veneer of acquired culture .They
are an expression of a vital part of living.
9. Summary
This chapter deals with the results of the investiga-
tion of the more objective factors in the development of
music appreciation. It gives primary importance to the op-
portunity for hearing good music, and in descending order,
to the participation in and the study of good music.
(122) Nathan Weinberg, "The Music Pedagogy of the Fu-
ture" ,Education,Vol.Liy,No.2 (October, 1933 ) pp . 102-3
.

The greatest stimulus in refining musical taste and
promoting wiser judgments is found in contact with friends
and teachers in direct conjunction with the music itself.
The majority of the subjects consider the appreciation
they have attained more an outgrowth of knowledge, or even
an expansion of the emotional nature. It is a response to
an innate need.
They also hold that there is something in the nature
of an inborn tendency which responds to music with pleasure.
Music memory aids in a fuller understanding and the
suggestion is pertinent that it should be "the outgrowth of
a natural situation, known because liked. " (123)
Knowledge of the forces behind the creation, era, com-
poser^ life, etc., is useful as a means of motivation.
Paralleling music with other arts is valuable in the
development of appreciation. Its potency is well-expressed
in the phrase, "More fully and pleasurably interprets the
cycles of history in the esthetic thought of mankind"
.
(124)
(123) Ibid., p. 122.
(124) Ibid., p. 124.

CHAPTER VI.
HYPOTHETICAL GUIDING PRINCIPLES
I. Ultimate Aim
This study has shown that the subjects interviewed find
music first and foremoat an experience of beauty, and in gen-
eral consider the appreciation they have attained a response
to an innate need. From this, may it not follow that the guid-
ing principle in developing a functioning appreciation of mu-
sic should be perception of beauty in response to a sense of
need for beauty, common to us all.
Someone has said that the joy which remains constant un-
der emotions of various kinds is the joy of beauty. We can-
not point to any proof of this fact, but such statements are
almost axiomatic. Certainly no one will doubt the fact brought
out by one of the subjects that the urge reaching out to ex-
press some Truth, some Beauty, is the propelling force behind
artistic creation. Is it too much to presume that the greatest
enjoyment comes to the listener In the perception of this
beauty as a response to the self -same urge which seeks for
lasting joy?
Putting the emphasis thus squarely on the music itself
as an essential experience of beauty, music is no longer the
handmaiden of other objectives. To be sure, it may and does
contribute to individual development and social efficiency,
to worthy home -membership, use of leisure, to ethical charac-
U J
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ter, this latter as admirably pointed out in a recent book,
"Music and Character," by Thomas Fielden. These are but cor-
ollaries. Its fundamental principle should rest on its value
as a source of supply for the intuitive desire for beauty.
But what of the practical application of so seemingly a
visionary principle, -Response to Beauty as an Innate Need?
An ultimate aim, divided into its proximate objectives, has
sometimes seemed so comprehensive as to belong in the land of
tomorrow. Is not this aim just stated relatively simple and
immediate? Does it not mean that we should examine the music
that we present each day to children for the beauty it con-
tains? We shall teach it with that intent in mind, viz., to
release the esthetic appeal. No song will be presented be-
cause it contains a certain chromatic combination. It may not
be amiss to state, in passing, that the result of a recent re-
search shows that out of hundreds of folk songs examined, the
appearance of certain of these commonly taught chromatic pro-
gressions was exceedingly negligible
.
(125) Perfection of tone
quality, bodily and controlled response to rhythm, perception
of the variety and contrast of form, etc., would be developed
in connection with the esthetic content of the music. Then the
'Andante 1 of Haydn's Surprise Symphony would not be heard pri-
marily because it is an excellent and easily followed example
(125) Information concerning the research given by Helen
S. Leavitt of Ginn & Co.,Boston, Mass,
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of the variation form.
So we might continue with the whole gamut of school mu-
sic activities. But one may ask, "Have we not always tried to
show the beauty in the music?" Indeed yes, but has it been
consciously recognized as the driving force of music educa-
tion? It is interesting to note the result of a recent survey
of 425 courses of study in music. The following is the summary
of summaries, with the most frequent objective of each classi-
fication quoted to suggest the type.
"Summary of summaries
Aims and objectives
a) Practical, as to music 115
To use voice correctly
b) Appreciatory 99
To develop a love for
and appreciation of the
best in music
c) Emotional or inspirational 70
To provide for emotional
training or expression
d) Practical, as to service 46
To enable pupils to par-
ticipate in group musical
activities
e) Social 42
To make possible better
music in homes
f ) Care of individual differ-
ences 36
To encourage creative
ability
g) Esthetic 9
To give esthetic values
of life to students
h) Attitudes 8
Total 125
It is sometimes useful to pool public opinion with a
view to ascertaining significant trends of thought and
practices in a field of common interest. The writer be-
lieves that the objectives reported in this chapter
#/mo1 no! J
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are from representative school systems in this
country, and that they, when combined, ought to
make possible a statement of objectives in keep-
ing with most prevalent practices. An outstanding
observation concerning all the objectives listed
in this chapter is their dissimilarity. This shows
that the public school music people of America are
far from being agreed as to the goals of their work."
(126)
2. The Appreciative Process
What are the steps involved in response to beauty, in
its actual realization? It will be remembered that all sub-
jects wished to have their anticipations aroused in some de-
gree. To determine how much or how little is impossible, for
such will vary with the music heard, the circumstances of its
hearing, and the condition of the receiving. Suffice it to say
that when we are about to receive something for which we feel
a need, even though the consciousness of the need may be a
vague undercurrent and not a pressing reality, the outlook
seems bright. Anticipation then is the first step.
If we are to enjoy to the full, there must be a certain
effort, conscious to a degree, for receptivity,- an open mind,
a desire for receiving. Many answers have much in common with
the state of "divine forgetfulness" of the poet, "am lost in
emotion',' (127) "sometimes when music seems very beautiful, there
is a feeling of wanting to continue with the music and not
(126) Clara J.McCauley, A Professionalized Study of
Public School Music (Knoxvi 1le, Term. , Jos.E.Avent, 1932 )pp .250,
251,252
(127) Appendix TI, p. 107.
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come back to the realization of things about;" (128) "give my-
self up to the enjoyment of the music." (129) Farnsworth, in
his article previously mentioned, brings this point to mind,
and Hayward, in his treatise on "The Lesson in Appreciation,"
speaks of getting rid of all distractions. One would include
and emphasize in this step the necessity of getting rid of
that most important distraction,- Self. The resulting state
is not exactly a sub-conscious one, for the mind is aware of
certain details which help to make the beauty. Yet if these
are so strong as to divert attention to themselves alone, they
too become distractions. When the music has ceased, one comes
back to self, as it were, and thinks actively about the im-
pressions received, to know how and why they fitted in to the
beauty of the whole. This process of opening the mind to re-
ceive is very important, though it may occupy but the briefest
space of time, for thought travels quickly. Why does the per-
former pause a moment before beginning a selection? He knows
from experience that this moment of hushed silence lifts the
thought away from the hearer and his surroundings to that which
is to come. It is difficult to find a caption for this second
step. Receptive Desire may explain it.
(128) Ibid., p. 112.
(129) lbid., p. 96.
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'.Ye are ready to behold the beauty, not so much seen as
felt. Here we have the working of the power of emotion unan-
imously agreed upon by the subjects, and which we perceive
according to the strength of our feeling power. It will not be
amiss to call to mind the discussion of question seven, sec-
tion 11,(130) that the emotions of music are the individual-
izing qualities of a composition. Music reaches the feelings
through ideas which by interpretation may seem to appeal di-
rectly to the emotions, but since they "merely sound the \my
the moods feel" (131) may vary in interpretation. Hence the re-
sponse is not a response to sensation but a Response to Idea ,
a suitable caption for the third step. The requirement for this
step is of prime importance. The rendition of the music, the
tonal, rhythmic, and harmonic effects, the elements of variety
and contrast, must be so handled that the esthetic emotion,
the Idea, is released.
This appreciative process may occur on many occasions in
the course of school music teaching. It may be of no longer
duration than it takes for a group of children to sing a sim-
ple song. It may occur during the practice period of an en-
semble group, though perhaps it will seem to some that in this
case the second step is likely to be missing. Anyone who has
directed choral or string groups knows that often a moment
comes when all have forgotten themselves and are at -one with
(130) Ibid., p. 37.
(131) Ibid., p. 39.
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the music. Noble Cain speaks of instances in which choirs may-
disregard the mechanical signal of the director and "wait per-
haps several seconds before that telepathic current is shot
through the group, causing them to begin as one person. This
is not theory. It actually happens (132
)
Again this process may be found in what Hayward calls
the red-letter day, when to relate to music what he has sug-
gested in connection with poetry, the long-heralded perform-
ance of the symphony concert for children is in progress.
In whatever situation it occurs, the three steps will
be present,- Anticipation, Receptive Desire, Response to
Idea.
3. Means of Nurturing
a. Participation and Study
The most important means of nurturing is the practice
of the process itself, the experiencing of Beauty. This alone
may be sufficient for some have claimed that all that is
necessary in developing appreciation is the will to listen
to good music. The strength of the response depends on the
condition of the receiving power, and this study would sig-
nify that there are experiences other than listening which in-
crease this power and bring about a fuller prizing of Beauty.
(132)Noble Cain, Choral Music and Its Practice (Mew
York, M.Whitmark & Sons, 1932 ) ,p.5
VI
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The attempt to produce music one's self, In participation in
and study of the art, is most efficacious as a natural agency,
giving deeper insight and hence keener enjoyment. Let us con-
sider the implications of those answers which might serve to
guide participation and study.
b. Strengthening the Feeling Response
All the subjects have agreed that music brings about a
keen response to mood. This would seem to make clear the ne-
cessity of strengthening the feeling response. Such response
may at first be reaction to sensation. We have found the emo-
tion of music more in the realm of Ideas than Sensations,
therefore such responses must be gradually raised from the
level of a sensation response to what many of the writers ex-
amined call esthetic emotion.
The subjects all agree that they derive much enjoyment
from beauty of tone, and Dr. Mursell(133) shows in a survey
of studies that this too is at first a physical reaction. Re-
sponse to rhythm, to harmonic sequences as moving sound, to
the variety and contrast of form, not to its detailed analysis,
are also mentioned as direct sources of appreciative pleasure.
These at first, especially with young children, may be real-
ized as direct sensory pleasures, may even be perceived through
(133) Mursell-Glenn, op. cit . ,pp .23-26
.
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bodily response. Reenforced by mental adaptation, they must
eventually be led into esthetic channels and shown to be a
means whose skillful use, when perceived, enhances the beauty
of the music.
c. Strengthening the Associative Bonds
Let us again turn to the answers of the subjects. '.7e find
that pleasure is increased by a wide range of experiences,
which point to a necessity for strengthening the associative
bonds. One of the most important ways of doing this is by in-
tegrating the listening with participation and direct study.
Associate the feeling responses with the appreciative process
in the every-day contacts with music, so that the entire study
of music lends itself to the guiding principle, the need for
response to beauty.
Capitalize the motivating power of interest in the forces
behind the creation, the composer 1 s life, the era, etc., asso-
ciating it always with the music itself and not using it as a
means of disseminating information about the music.
Many of the answers have shown that imagery is a factor
in appreciation. Used skillfully and sparingly in connection
with certain types of music the intuitive powers are increased.
Beauty finds manifold mediums for expression, in poetry,
in drama, painting, sculpture, etc. Since the guiding princi-
ple of appreciation is a need for response to beauty, why
nbacS svJ. stripe
should we confine ourselves to one medium of expression?
2ach by association enriches the other and works toward the
ultimate aim, response to beauty. In the words of D such
procedure ''more fully and pleasurably interprets the cycles
of history in the esthetic thought of mankind. n (134 ) Certain-
ly here is an opportunity school music should embrace more
heartily.
Another avenue of association is strongly recommended.
By majority opinion, the subjects signify that the greatest
stimulus in refining taste and promoting wiser judgments has
been the contact with persons whose love of beauty is strong
and discriminating; whose emotional responses are refined;
whose associations with beauty in the varied forms of the
arts are rich and full. Opportunities for such contacts must
form a vital part in developing music appreciation. Such con-
tacts would seem more adequate if it were made possible in
the school situations to stimulate the give and take of con-
versation, rather than to use the lecture method.
d. Sublimate by Intellectual Responses
But what of intellectual responses? It has already been
shown that physical and emotional responses must be guided by
the mind and the imagination into thought channels described
(134) Appendix II, p. 124.
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as esthetic emotion. The results of this study give second-
ary place to the appeal of direct intellectual response, re-
quiring the use of analytical processes of the mind. This of
course nay be due to weaknesses inherent in the study. How-
ever, the Third Report of the Committee on Evaluation of In-
struction, Dr. Guy Wilson, chairman, states; "Too intellect-
ual an attitude is seen to destroy desired emotional effects."
(155) On the strength of the subjects' answers, analysis of
form as an intellectual process is recommended on repeated
or study hearings, not in the sense of 'picking at skeletons'
but on the basis of perception of the form, as the means
whereby the creator could best express his individual ideas.
One other question, that of music memory, is related to
the intellectual processes and aids appreciation. One enjoys
best what one knows best. Memory makes the music a more per-
sonal possession, but should be the outgrowth of a natural
situation, "memorized because enjoyed, and enjoyed because
beauty has been found." (136)
The above suggestions are hypothetical and proof of
their efficacy can lie only in their practice. It is realized
that the inferences of this chapter are not original. The sub-
(135) Guy M. Wilson, chairman, The Technique of Appreci-
ation , Third Report of Comm. of Dept. of Classroom Teachers on
Evaluation of Instruction (Phil. Convention of N.E.A. , July ,1926
)
(136) p. 60.
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jects interviewed have given more than direct, illuminating
answers. They have imparted something of their regard for the
beauty of music. This has been combined with the views of
many writers, particularly Hayward in "The Lesson in Appreci-
ation," the Third Report on the Evaluation of Instruction, and
the Psychology of School I.lusic Teaching by Mursell-Glen. One
must mention also the influence of the general attitude of ed-
ucational leaders today, resulting from the need for coopera-
tion and unity in world affairs.
The guiding principle, response to beauty as an innate
need, should color every music lesson, serving as a driving
power and welding together all the activities of the school
music program. This would mean not so much a change in cur-
riculum as a change in emphasis. Such a change in emphasis
would bring about an integration within the music curriculum
and an amalgamation of those elements in every subject whose
purposes are primarily responses to the innate need for beauty.
John Dewey in a recent lecture stressed the necessity
for a return to the things of the Spirit. Beauty is a thing
of the Spirit.
4. Summary and Conclusions
This study is a response to the inquiry, "What are the
most potent factors in the development of music appreciation?"
The answer, tabulated from interviews with twenty-two persons
diversified in age, profession, and type of listener, but uni-
(
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fled as lovers of good music and frequent listeners to It,
gives the following statement of the more or less objective
factors descending in order of importance.
1. Opportunity to hear good music
2. Participation in producing music
3. Study of music
Since the hearing of good music is given primary mention,
a detailed study of this has been made, revealing the follow-
ing factors present, as essential elements in listening to
good music.
1. The satisfaction of an experience of beauty, as a
response to an innate need
2. A perception of the meaning of the music, which
while often impossible to put into words Is never-
theless vital to the listener
3. A response to mood, sometimes merely recognized,
sometimes entered into
4. Beauty of tone
5. Rhythmic appeal
6. Perception of harmony, only as a shifting se-
quence of sound
7. Perception of form and structure, in variety and
contrast, not in analysis
Certain factors extraneous to the music may aid in the
fuller enjoyment of the beauty, the first-mentioned only be-
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ing a necessity.
1. Anticipation in some form
2. Comparison of effects of one composition with
another
3. Pleasurable associations
4. Jlusic memory, as an outcome fostered only by
desire
5. Visual imagery, dependent on the composition
6. Knowledge of forces behind the creation of a com-
position, as connected with the music intrinsic-
ally
7. Paralleling of music with the other arts as re-
lated experiences of beauty.
Contact with musical friends or teachers, discriminating
lovers of music, in direct conjunction with the music itself,
is the greatest factor in refining musical taste and promoting
wiser judgments in respect to relative values.
The ultimate aim in the development of appreciation of
music is Response to Beauty as an Innate Need , as reasoned
from the fact that this is the primary factor in listening to
good music, which: in turn, expressed as opportunity to hear
good music, is the objective factor of primary importance.
From a study of the answers of the subjects interviewed
in connection with the works of writers principally on the
esthetics of music, the following have been deduced as the
c
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steps In the appreciative process, the actual experience of
be auty
.
a. Anticipation
b. Receptive desire
c. Response to Idea
Certain means of nurturing this process of appreciation
have been disclosed which suggest guiding principles.
a. Strengthen the feeling responses
b. Strengthen the associative bonds
c. Sublimate by intellectual processes
d. Integrate
Listening with participation and study
Music with the other arts, as expression'of beauty
The efficacy of the above factors in developing appre-
ciation of music can only be proven in practice. This study
as a whole does not point to a change in curriculum but to a
change in emphasis, to thinking of music in terms of its
esthetic emotion and measuring every school music activity
by the ultimate aim, that music appreciation is the response
to an innate need for the experiencing of Beauty as a thing
of the Spirit.
This study is not a contribution to knowledge, but sug-
gests, rather, a new way of using knowledge, at least to the
writer.
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APPENDIX I
Que stionnaire for Interview
I . Status Quo
1. Do you sing? At sight?
2. Do you play an instrument? Are you a member of
an ensemble group?
3. Can you read music? Without an instrument men-
tally hearing the score?
4. Have you studied harmony? Can you write down
music? As melody? As harmony?
5. Can you sing, whistle, or play on the piano frag-
ments of things you have heard? Do you improvise?
6. Can you hear in your mind, melodies ; harmonies
;
timbre of single instruments; orchestral combi-
nations; long passages of concerted music?
7.What type of music do you most enjoy; voice, piano,
violin, other instruments? Symphonic, chamber,
choral, opera?
8. Are you connected with music in a professional
capacity?
II. On Listening to Music Attentively
1. What knowledge, if any, do you like to have of
a composition before hearing it for the first
time?
2. Can you analyze your customary manner of listening
to concerted music which is new to you to discov-
er whether you attend more closely to
(1) the impression of the mood or moods which the
music awakens in your consciousness? or
(2) a judicious appraisal of the composer's use of
musical media? or
(3) the satisfaction of an actual experience of
beauty?
Do your reactions differ on repeated hearings of
a composition? In what way?
t
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3. In what way are your likes and dislikes influenced
by perception of tonal quality? Tonal effects? By
rhythmic effects? Harmonic effects?
4. Do you apprehend harmony by the movement of the
parts, or as a shifting sequence of beautiful qual-
ities?
5. Is your pleasure increased by a conscious follow-
ing of musical structure and form, or is it dulled
by analysis? Does familiarity with the music make
any difference with your answer?
6. How is your enjoyment of music effected by associ-
ation? By comparison of effects of one composition
with another?
7. Does music create a mood, an emotional response
within you? Does it ever change your mood? Do you
merely recognize the mood or the emotion of the
music, or do you participate in the mood of the
music?
8. Are you ever conscious of visual images? To what
extent?
9. "Does music ever, often, or usually seem to
have a meaning, a message, something beyond it-
self? Does it seem to remain just music with no
suggestion beyond itself? Is it sometimes the one
and sometimes the other? If so, please specify."
(Lee)
III. Development of Appreciation
1. What have been the most potent factors in devel-
oping your appreciation of music?
2. What has been the greatest stimulus in refining
your musical taste and promoting wiser judgments
in respect to relative values?
3. Do you consider the appreciation you have attained
more
(1) an outgrowth of knowledge, a gratification of
the intellectual nature? or
(2) an expanding of the emotional nature? or
(3) a response to an innate need, a faculty to
io , a
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see greater depths in life?
Primary and secondary mention.
4. Do you consider that you were given a natural
endowment for music?
5. Of what value do you consider the cultivation
of music memory in developing your appreciation?
6. How much has your appreciation been increased by
a knowledge of the forces behind the creation;
i.e., composer's life, era, environment, etc.?
7. Of what value do you consider the paralleling of
music with literature, art, history, etc.?
8. Check the principal factors in order of their
importance in the development of your appreciation-
a. Natural liking
b. Early environment
c. Opportunity to hear good music
d. Acquired indirect knowledge
Reading
Conversation with musical friends, etc.
e • Direct study
Courses in appreciation
Other study, i .e ., learning to play or sing
f. Participation
For own amusement
Member of musical organization
r<
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONNAIRE
Section I, Status Quo
Question 1. Do you sing? At sight ?
A. Yes, church quartet music, art songs, etc.
B. A little; sing about the house or with a crowd,
C. Yes. Not to marked degree.
D. Yes. Only by following an accompanist.
£• Very little.
F. Yes.
G. Yes.
H. Yes.
I. Yes.
J. Yes.
K. Yes.
L. With an assembly.
M. Yes.
N. Yes.
0. Yes. A little.
P. Yes.
Q. Yes.
R. Yes.
S. Yes.
T. Yes.
U. Indifferently. Yes.
V. Yes.
<
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Question 2. Do you play an Instrument? Are you a member
of an ensemble group ?
A. Play piano, compositions of moderate difficulty
B. Piano. String trio.
C. Piano, easy compositions. Olee club.
D. Guitar, banjo, strum accompaniments on piano.
E. Piano, enough to accompany school chorus.
F. Many. Family ensemble.
G. Piano. Play occasionally with friends.
H. Piano somewhat. No.
I. Violin. Orchestra member, family ensemble.
J. Trombone. Small orchestra.
K. Piano a very little. No.
L. No.
M. Piano, enough to play accompaniments for sing-
ing in the home .Male quartet in college days.
N. Piano. No.
0. Piano, a little. No.
P. Trumpet. Orchestra,high school symphony.
Q. Piano. Accompanist for glee club.
R. Organ. Not at present.
S. Piano. Yes.
T. NO. Male quartet and choir.
U. Cello. Yes.
V. Piano. Accompanist for school orchestra.
C
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Question 3. Can you read music? Without an instrument men-
tally hearing the score ?
A. Yes. Vocal or piano score, not orchestral well.
B. Yes.
C. Yes, simple melodic compositions.
D. Very little. No.
E. Music of moderate difficulty. Not accurately.
P. Yes.
0. Yes. Piano, voice, not orchestral score.
H« Yes. Vocal score.
1. Yes.
J. Yes, if not involved.
K. Yes.
L. To a limited degree.
M. Yes.
N. Yes. Piano or vocal score.
0. Yes. Vocal score.
P. Yes.
Q. Yes.
R. Yes.
S. Yes. Not orchestral score without study.
T. Yes. Vocal and piano score.
U. Yes.
A V. Yes, if not too hard*
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Question 4. Have you studied harmony? Can you write down
music? As melody? As harmony ?
A. Yes, write melody better than harmony.
B. No. Write down music as melody.
C. One semester. As melody not harmony.
D. No to all.
E. No. Can write melody and simple chords.
F. I teach harmony.
G. No. Can write down melody.
H. Yes. Write harmonically with simple chords.
I« No. Write music as melody only.
J. No. Write simple melodies, transpose to bass
clef.
K. Yes.
L. No.
M. No.
N. Yes. Not accurate in writing harmony heard.
0. No.
P. No. Can write down melody.
Q. Yes.
R. Yes.
S. Yes.
T. No.
U. Yes.
V. No.
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Question 5. Can you sing, whistle, or play on the piano
Fragments of things you have heard? Do you"
improvise ?
A. Reproduce music melodically. Not given to im-
provisation.
B. Always humming tunes or playing them on piano.
Enjoy improvising for own amusement.
C. Yes. Like to improvise.
D. Sing things with strong melodic import.
S. Fragments with strongly marked rhythm or mel-
ody. Can improvise.
F. Yes.
0. Yes. Improvise somewhat.
H. Yes. Enjoy improvising.
1. Yes. Do not improvise sufficiently to play a
worth-while cadenza impromptu.
J. Yes.
K. Enjoy doing these things.
L. Yes. Do not improvise.
M. Often. Yes.
N. Yes.
0. Often. Improvise but little.
P. Often. Yes.
Q. Yes.
R. Yes, but seldom come home from musical come-
dy whistling the tunes. Yes.
S. Yes. Improvisation to be effective must be
kept up, however.
T. Yes. Improvise a little.

U. Hum snatches of many things. Enjoy improvis-
ing.
V. Yes. Like to make up pieces at the piano.
Question 6. Can you hear in your mind melodies; harmonies ;
nmbre of single instruments; orchestral com-
Flnatlons; long passages of concerted muslc^'
A. Yes, to all but final query. Can hear perhaps
a period of a familiar symphony accurately.
B. Yes, but recognize long passages rather than
hear them mentally.
C. Hear melodies more than harmonies, also famil-
iar instruments; not long passages of concert-
ed music
D. Melodies not harmonies, familiar instrument*.
Can carry familiar music in mind.
S. Yes to all but last. Cannot hear long pas-
sages mentally, but can place them on hearing.
F. Yes to all.
G. Yes to first four. No to last.
H. Yes, not only melodies, harmonies, etc. City
noises, sounds of nature, are harmony. Sounds
seem to impress themselves on me.
I. Yes.
J. Yes, last in limited degree.
K. Yes to all but last. Cannot hear whole move-
ments of symphonies but recognize them.
L. Can call up orchestral combinations in my
mind and hear many selections distinctly.
M. Hear melodies a great deal; imagine I hear har-
monies. Can hear timbre of single instruments
and orchestral combinations,but only fragments
of concerted music.
I-eve
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N. Yes to all.
0. Yes to all but last question.
P. Yes.
Q. Yes to all but last last. Cannot hear long
passages in detail, rather the feeling and
sound of the whole.
R. Yes.
S. Yes.
T. Yes.
U. Yes to all, although whole movements would be
hazy in places
.
V. Yes to all but last question.
Question 7. What type of music do you most enjoy; voice,
piano, violin, other instruments? Symphonic,
chamber, choral, opera ?
A. Formerly preferred a lyric soprano, now enjoy
best the beauty of tone and ensemble of the
string quartet. Would find it difficult to
choose between symphonic and chamber music.
B. Piano. Opera for its color and action.
C. Symphony orchestra. Listen to singing only
when obliged to.
D. Symphony orchestra on the radio. In attendance,
the opera for its color, setting, and atmos-
phere •
E. Enjoy organ most, then male quartet, and brass
band.
P. Orchestral, symphonic.
G. Piano especially ;violin and voice with good
tone. Sobbing tenors and strident sopranos are
most irritating.
c
H. Voice first, violin or piano if tone quality
satisfies me. Symphonic music.
I. Violin, string quartet.
J. Orchestra, good brass quartet. Symphonic.
K. Voice. Qood choral organization like Don Cos-
sack or English Singers.
L. Piano. Opera and symphonic.
M. Children's voices, English Boy Choristers,
Vienna Choir Boys. Of second series, opera.
N. Any solo work well done. Symphonic and mixed
or male chorus
.
0. Baritone; choral, especially men's glee club.
P. Trumpet, trombone, some vocal soloists. Band,
orchestra, and opera.
Q. Piano,violin; chamber music.
R. Organ. Symphonic.
S. Piano, strings, voice. Chamber music for sheer
esthetic enjoyment. Opera has too obvious ab-
surdities .
T. Voice. Opera.
U. Cello. Symphonic music and string quartet.
V. Violin. Chamber music.
Question 8. Are you connected with music in a professional
capacity?
A. Supervisor of music in public schools, church
quartet
.
B. Teach piano and do accompanying.
C. No.

D. No.
E. No.
P. Teacher of harmony, solfeggio.
G. No.
H. Have sung in church quartet and choir.
I. No.
J. No.
K. Have been a supervisor of music.
L. No.
M. No.
N. Train vocal groups.
0. No.
P. No.
Q. Yes.
R. Yes, organist.
S. Yes. Voice teacher.
T. No.
U. Direct orchestras.
V. No.
C
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Section II, On Listening to Music Attentively
Question 1. What knowledge, if any* do you like to have
oT a composition "before hearing it for the
first time ?
A. Like to know something of the era and type of
composition; as a rule, sufficient background
in order to know for what to listen.
B. In instrumental music, enough to hear what the
composer is trying to tell, to look for his
meaning. In opera, always try to read the li-
bretto and look over the score first.
C. Knowledge of the mood, or any particular inten-
tion of the composer if such exists. With some
music it seems necessary to know the story in
order to interpret it.
D. Usually desire to know the idea of the composi-
tion with something of the background. In the
more colorful modern music, occasionally enjoy
interpreting it with no previous knowledge , then
talk it over and compare ideas with another.
E. I like to know enough to place the general type
of composition; if an opera, its story and set-
ting.
F. If possible, I like to see the score, especially
if it is a new symphony. Have a friend who makes
it his business to do this, so talk with him,
when possible, before attending a concert. In
any case, I like to get an idea of the music I
am to hear.
G. In program music, I like to know the story; at
symphony, to read the program. With most music
of any proportions, enjoy it more if I have
some idea of what I am to hear.
H. If program music, like to know the story; other-
wise the period to which it belongs or enough to
anticipate what I am to hear, so that I can for-
get about such things and enjoy the music for
itself. If music comes right out of the air I am
apt to wonder about it and wait for something to
give me a clue.
c•*8
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I. Must know enough to anticipate what I am to
hear. The more I bring to a composition, the
more I get from it.
J. Depends on my inclination. In general, like
f best the things which I know most about.
K. Like to know the story if essential to the mu-
sic. Enjoy a symphony better if I know some of
its thematic material.
L. Enough to lead thought to right expectancy.
M. Before going to the opera like to see the score;
if Otello, for instance, enjoy it more if I have
the opportunity to read it from Shakespeare. For
many concerts, the program gives sufficient clues
for listening.
N. Enjoy a symphony more if I am somewhat familiar
with the themes; if not a large work sometimes
like to listen with only such knowledge as a
general background gives
•
0. Often like to hear compositions without any par-
ticular preparation and then check up with some-
one concerning my own impressions. If an opera,
want to know the libretto, and usually like to
have some knowledge of a symphony.
P. Like to have time to go over a composition about
four times, then feel that I know something about
it.
Q. I want to know the name of the composer as a back-
ground for placing the composition, also whether
it is to be performed by the instruments for which
it was originally written. In program music, wish
to know the story; occasionally an anecdote con-
nected with the writing might be interesting.
R. Depends on the composition. Usually like to know
the story if program music. My enjoyment of mu-
sic is esthetic, a kind of inner thought that
uplifts, and if the music is good, may not need
the story even in program music.
AO
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S. Music is more than sheer sound. Like to know
what it is all about, if it reflects a certain
period or nationality, or is expressive of
something truly dramatic.
T. Am interested to have some knowledge of what I
am to hear. Like to go over the score of an op-
era before hearing it
.
U. Like to see the score, mentally plan how I
would conduct it, then compare.
V. Like to know who the composer is and sometimes
the story of the piece.
Question 2. Can you analyze your customary manner of listen-
ing to concerted music which is new to you to
discover whether you attend more closely to
(1) the Impression of the mood or moods which
the music awakens in your consciousness?~or
(2 ) a judicious appraisal of the composer's use
of musical media? or
(3) the satisfaction of an actual experience of
beauty ?
Do your reactions differ on repeated hearings
of a composition? In what way?
A. Greatest reaction is that of (3). With repeated
hearings I listen more and more for details of
form, instrumentation, etc. This does not change
my manner of listening but only serves to in-
crease the satisfaction in the beauty of the
music
.
B. I attend more closely to the mood on first lis-
tening, and recognize the beauty subconsciously.
On repeated hearings, I watch for variety of
tone, how the composer achieves it, etc., and
only then the experience of beauty becomes real.
C. (1) and (3); mood seems to make the beauty. Re-
actions differ; on rehearing one anticipates the
beauty that is coming. Analysis comes with study.
D. Listen for meaning of music and enjoy its beauty
.
Repeated hearings deepen appreciation and give
satisfaction of familiarity; add to one's stock
in trade, like increasing vocabulary.
c
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E. Listen for the beauty and also the mood which
the music arouses in consciousness. Following
growth in appreciation sometimes enjoyment of
a selection is lessened, again repeated hear-
ings deepen the appreciation,
F. Reactions differ, sometimes depending on the
performance, especially if poor and beauty is
lost. If hearing a composition for the six-
teenth time, a Strauss score for instance, am
looking for details of performance.
G. At first, a satisfaction of beauty; on repeat-
ed hearings, analysis increases the pleasure.
My analysis is more from the standpoint of
mood, to discover if the composer has made his
music fit the mood he wished to express.
H. Music that I enjoy is always satisfying as an
actual experience of beauty, but the satisfac-
tion comes to me by giving up to the mood. Ju-
dicious appraisal is incidental, though occas-
ionally, as in a Mozart Minuet, this takes on
more importance. Reactions differ, but the
first impression is always strongest, especial-
ly if it has been unusually enjoyable. Con-
sciousness of form is usually an after consid-
eration.
I. (3) and (1). Repeated hearings intensify these
and (2) comes gradually, or by study with such
intent in mind.
J. Listen for the different instruments in an
orchestra, but forget about them in the inter-
est of the music itself. Each time I hear a
composition I get more of (2).
K. (3) at first. On repeated hearings wish to
know how the beauty and the mood are obtained.
L. I give myself up to the enjoyment of beauty in
listening to new concerted music except when
it does not please; then I follow it closely
to understand why. Repeated hearings deepen
understanding and give pleasure. I think no
more of the media than a lover of painting
would consider the brush strokes of the artist.
_- l
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M. (3) and (1) combined. Reactions do differ on
repeated hearings. If I have been thinking
about the program for some time before hear-
ing it, the effect is much deeper. Had antic-
ipated hearing the Welsh boy soloist sing"In
Verdure Clad", thinking about it through the
day. He sang it well; it was an experience of
great beauty.
N. It depends on the music; (3) most often.
0. (1) and (3). (2) comes more with repeated hear-
ings .
P. There must be beauty or the music is not worth
listening to. Analysis comes afterward.
Q. Like to drift along on first hearing and get
excited or not. Would arrange these progressive-
ly as given; (1), (2), (3).
R. (1) and (3) combined; cannot say which is fore-
most, whether beauty makes the mood or mood the
beauty. (2) is secondary, a means to an end.
S. Have to get used to the music at first and hear
it all the way through. As in a picture, form
is present, but get balance, etc., by studying
it. So with music, with more knowledge recog-
nize the motives and their development.
T. (1) and (3). Reactions do not differ but become
more pronounced.
U. Watch the means whereby the composer achieves
effects. Enjoy discovering new points on repeat-
ed hearings. This to me is the language of music
and I believe it is better enjoyed and under-
stood by this knowledge.
V. Enjoy the music for the beauty.
In what ways are your likes and dislikes in-
fluence '3. by perception of tonal quality? Tonal
Question 3.
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effects? By rhythmic effects? Harmonic effects?
A. Good tone quality is essential to my enjoyment;
rhythm seems inherent, making or marring the
general effect.
B. My music study has been a continual effort to
produce a fitting quality of tone, so naturally
I watch for it in others. Rhythmic effects are
more subtle. My father loved to whistle tunes,
especially gay Irish ones. When I tried to play
them on the piano he would say, "But you don't
get the lilt of it. Try it again."
C. Do not like harsh tones and noisy music even if
it is in keeping with the composer's intention.
Stravinsky's ' Sacre du Printemps* makes me con-
scious of the effort necessary to bring the
spirit of spring to cold and pagan Russia. The
effect is good, but I do not like it. The swing
of a piece seems one of the first impressions.
D. A composition rendered with poor tone quality
is exceedingly unpleasant. Tones of certain in-
struments quicken imagination; English horn sug-
gests animals out-of-doors, etc. Strong rhythmic
effects incite physical response or suggest phy-
sical movement. Harmonic effects give a richness
of carrying power.
E. Do not care to listen to music in which tonal
quality is not good. An excellent organist may
stir my emotional nature most deeply by tonal
effects. Rhythm makes a strong appeal. Choice
enters into the enjoyment of harmony; I do not
appreciate many of the dissonances of modern
harmony
•
F. Rhythmic effects have strongest appeal to me,
particularly in works of modern composers. To-
nal effects depend on composer. Both these qual-
ities seem tied up with harmonic effects. As to
quality of tone, I expect it to be good, else it
is not worth listening to.
Uncouth tones heard so frequently on the radio
today, are distressing. Am apt to judge a solo-
ist by the tone quality. Am not so conscious of
G.
11
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rhythmic effects, take them more for granted
unless they are so unusual or incongruous as
to draw attention to them.
H. Tonal quality means more than anything else
in people's voices as well as in music. Shades
of meaning come through tonal quality. Cannot
enter into the spirit of a composition without
perceiving its rhythm. In studying a voice com-
position, the rhythm gives the key to the inter-
pretation.
I. When I hear a great violinist I do not envy the
facility and ease of his technique, but rather
the way in which he conveys shades of meaning
by tone quality. Rhythm is sound in action. The
orchestra conductor hears the sweep of it in
broad phrases but unless he gives the definite
beat the players are lost.
J. Always watch for tone quality, especially for
pitch because so important with tone. Rhythm is
the life of the music.
K. As a music supervisor, would have been dead long
ago if I had been too sensitive to poor tonal
quality. It is more difficult for me to hear in-
correct rhythm. In concert music, if the first
impression of a composition is one of good tonal
and rhythmic quality, I can recall this and poor
renditions will not spoil the music for me.
L. Good tones are a necessity to the expression of
good music. Tonal effects frequently absorb at-
tention, as in one of my favorite passages from
Beethoven's Ninth Symphony played by the second
violins. Rhythm seems the life of the structure,
but the harmonic effects of some of the great
compositions stir me deepest, as Cesar Franck's
D minor symphony.
M. If tonal quality is poor it bothers me. Feel
rhythmic effects very strongly, for rhythm is so
fundamental. The seasons of nature are rhythmic,
the heart beat is rhythmic, poetry satisfies by
its rhythm. Music's appeal is basically rhythmic
and when off rhythm, music is disturbing.
*
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N. Greatest enjoyment I ever had in listening to
music was a concert of selected high school
students under a well-known director. Tone
quality was wonderful. RJiythn seems basic.
0. Tone has much to do with enjoyment; one often
gets the mood through the tone quality. Re-
sponse to rhythm is often unconscious.
P. Bad tone throws everything else out of order.
Rhythm is essential; it often makes the mood.
Q. Rhythm effects me particularly. If rhythm is
poor, coherence is lost and attention slips.
Rhythm is unity; it connects the past and
gives an expectation of what is coming. Tonal
quality is what most people attend to. A sour
note on the horn effects the hearer* s reaction
to the player and takes the attention from the
composition. Cognizance of tonal effects lies
in the province of the composer, or the stu-
dent of composition. After much study, one
eagerly notes the means by which certain subtle
effects are obtained.
R. Rhythm is essential. Heard an organ recital
recently and the organist secured beautiful
tonal and harmonic effects, but the concert
was dreary because it lacked the rhythmic
pulse. Rhythm has a strong appeal for me, but
doubt if it is basic to real appreciation.
Was thrilled the first time I heard Ravel's
'Bolero' because of its rhythm, but repeated
hearings make it inane.
S. Tone and rhythm make music. Must have differ-
ent tonal effects; music, like life is not
just a series of melting tones. There should
be dissonance and harshness to enhance the
beauty that is to come.
T. Try not to pass judgment on a song until I
have heard it well done. Sometimes on hear-
ing a song, think how fine it would be if it
#. were given a different interpretation. The
difficulty is sometimes with tonal effects,
sometimes with rhythmic effects.
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Tone debased Into noise is just impossible. To-
nal effects are dynamic; look for progress be-
yond the twelve semi-tone system for it is ca-
pable of much expansion. Rhythmic effects, es-
pecially in an orchestra are like a well-timed
machine, all the parts synchronised, rhythm be-
ing the motive force. Harmony is the pattern
built on the first two.
V. Like harmonic effects best, and enjoy taking a
tune and adding other parts to it to make it
sound well.
Question 4. Do you apprehend harmony by the movement of the
parts, or as a shifting sequence of beautiful
qualities?
A. As the latter except on rare occasions.
B. Enjoy most the blending of the tones.
C. Like to follow the cello part in a string quar-
tet. On the whole, enjoy harmony as shifting
sequence of sounds.
D. As the latter.
E. Like to watch the harmonies and their blending
in entirety.
P. Both. It depends on the music, ^inlandia 1 is
chunks of sound, and many compositions are an
interweaving of sound.
G. On the whole as a shifting sequence.
H. In both ways, but more often an apprehension
of the sequence of sound. A particular part
may be outstanding because of instrumentation
etc., and one gets a distinct impression of it
as a moving part. Yet I enjoy even Bach, with
his distinct part work, for the harmonious ef-
fects to be obtained; it is a rolling of sound.
I. As shifting sequence most often.
U.
9
J. The latter usually.
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K. Enjoy the shifting sequences of sound best when
I can feel the movement of the inner voices. Am
thinking particularly of St. Saens* Organ Sym-
phony heard recently.
# L. I know nothing of music theory but music is har-
mony to me in the full meaning of the word.
M. Difficult to answer. If absorbed in a character
am inclined to follow it throughout. One of the
choir boys has an unusual voice, not golden,more
silver, vibrant, and I find myself listening for
his part.
N. Training vocal groups makes attention to move-
ment of parts necessary.
0. Harmony is largely a shifting sequence of sounds
to me.
P. Like to hear the parts, but they blend together
so that it is difficult to follow them.
Q. When writing harmony, think of the line of the
voices; when listening, note the shifting se-
quence of sound. The tool should not be in evi-
dence in the final thought. When we see a rain-
bow we do not think of the prismatic colors.
R. It would seem to me to depend on the music. In
much of Bach one follows the movement of the
parts, in Debussy, the shifting sequence of
sounds
.
S. Harmony is tonal color. Am keen to the emotional
response of Wagner* s harmonic sequences.
T. Sometimes follow a single voice in quartet music.
In a symphony concert usually apprehend harmony
as shifting sequence of sounds.
U. Both together in some degree. A kaleidoscopic
blending; interchange of tone.
V. As shifting sequence of beautiful qualities.
- IV9
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Question 5. Is your pleasure Increased by a conscious fol-
lowing of musical structure and form, or Is It
dullea by analysis? Does familiarity with th~
music make any difference with your answer?
A. Do not like to follow form the first time I
hear a composition, but every time I listen to
Beethoven 1 s Fifth Symphony, I enjoy discovering
more and more the intracacies of its structure.
B. Like to analyze sonatas, concertos, etc., when
I study them, but not when I first hear them.
C. Like to analyze form if not too difficult.
D. In a new composition, note recurrence of themes
with pleasure. In familiar music, anticipate en-
joyment of favorite musical passages. If ab-
sorbed in the music, think little of analysis.
S. Like to follow form if it is simple, and watch
for recurring themes. Too much analysis deadens
appreciation.
P. Familiarity makes a grdat deal of difference.
If I had the chance, would like to crawl all
over it, so to speak.
0. Enjoy analyzing structure and form. Often wish
that I had time to study in order to do this
better, for it would increase my pleasure
.
H. Is a means to an end of enjoyment. If the mu-
sic is worth-while, to see the plan is to enjoy
its beauty. If analysis of form is over-empha-
sized, enjoyment is dulled.
1. There is a satisfaction in the analysis of fa-
miliar music, but this appeals to me as a mat-
ter of study.
J. Like to analyze the form and structure, but it
is somewhat like a problem in geometry; after
it is solved, there is no more interest in it.
K. If I know the music well, enjoy the analysis of
form, especially if possible to follow the score
when hearing it. However, detest going to sym-
phony with a critical analyst.
- 'itVC
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L. The conscious following of musical structure ia
a detriment to enjoyment.
M. Is dulled by analysis. Often note the recurrence
of phrases but not as conscious analysis. The
more familiar the composition, the more one
notes such details.
N. Pleasure is increased unconsciously. Analysis
is an after-consideration.
0. Like to do this occasionally, but find it dif-
ficult, for the general effect holds my atten-
tion.
P. Analysis is necessary to a complete understand-
ing, and comes with study.
Q. Familiarity makes a decided difference. Pre-
fer not to bs conscious of analysis or to dis-
sect something of which I am very fond. Tfish
to study it first and when listening to it not
be interrupted by attention to details.
H. Analysis comes with familiarity. The better I
know a composition, the more I analyze it and
the gre iter my enjoyment. Presume the keen ap-
preciator, a critic for instance, reverses this
process
.
S. The better I know the music the more I under-
stand it. Go first by the general emotional ef-
fect.
T. Am more interested in the interpretation of the
meaning than in the form, familiarity natural-
ly makos the form more obvious.
U. It is increased.
V. ^hen I know the music, like to watch to see how
the first part comes back again.
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Question 6. How Is your enjoyment of music effected by
association? By comparison of effects of one
composition with another ?
A. Association makes considerable difference in
my enjoyment. Never hear the Dresden Amen with-
out thinking of it in its operatic setting. Oc-
casionally in hearing a new symphony, am con-
scious of a resemblance to familiar compositions.
B. Sometimes has an unfortunate effect. Never hear
'Lucia* but think of Tetrazinni throwing kisses
to the audience. Spoils it for me. If I enjoyed
a thing on first hearing, nearly always recall
same thoughts on hearing it again.
C. Strongly effects enjoyment. Like best to hear the
things I have studied and know something about.
Never thought much about the comparison of ef-
fects of one composition with another, but realise
that I do this.
D. Enjoy some music because it recalls pleasant ex-
periences connected with early hearing of it. It
increases my pleasure to recognize similar pas-
sages or effects in different compositions.
2. Derive added enjoyment because of past experi-
ence. A young boy in one eighth grade could play
the violin well. Often played 'Meditation from
Thais' and 'Schubert's Serenade.' Both are lyric-
al and so much alike to me that I sometimes found
difficulty in distinguishing one from the other.
F. Leaving off the 'how' of the question, the an-
swer is yes', many times. Comparison of effects
of one composition with another does effect en-
joyment, increasing it, and seems the natural
thing to happen.
G. Association doss increase enjoyment. Comparison
seems natural consequence of attentive listening.
H. I think of a selection by Scriabine which awakens
so many extra-musical thoughts, and stimulates
color reactions, associated with colorings of the
sky, and the colorful paintings of Maxfield-Par-
rish. One recognizes the art of various composers,
the likeness in mood and flow of tone. This is
T
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true also in poetry, literature, and the other
arts. It is like a revelation, gives more in-
sight and enriches the enjoyment of the music.
I. Often find myself comparing compositions and
trying to guess the composer from the style,
when I'tune in 1 unexpectedly.
J. It is interesting to discover resemblences to
something already familiar. Music often calls
up associations, frequently increasing but some-
times destroying pleasure.
K. Rehearing of music increases enjoyment, unfold-
ing new beauties. Am often conscious of compar-
ing compositions in one way or another. It is
like the story of Mark Twain. A woman asked him
if he really thought the lecture given was worth
the dollar admission charged. He replied, "It de-
pends upon what you brought to it."
L. 3njoy tying the composer to his country as Mous-
sorgsky and Borodin with their Russian inevit-
ability. Phrases and sections of operas recall
pleasant experiences.
M* Like to hear again the music that I especially
enjoyed when first heard. Have never thought
about such comparison. Seems natural to associ-
ate similarities.
N. Association is a factor in enjoyment, depending
on character of association itself. Comparison
of effects increases with knowledge.
0. Is a conscious pleasure to compare and associate
compositions, particularly in modern music,
P. Same feelings frequently come to me on hearing
familiar compositions. Often see resemblences.
Often effects enjoyment. The accompaniments I
played for the popular songs in the high school
are like the pages in a memory book. Comparison
seems a natural consequence and does not effect
the liking.
Comparison and association increase pleasure.
3njoy hearing bits from Victor Herbert's op-
eras ;recall the fun I had in rehearsing them in
high school.
vSlfilot
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S. Association is enjoyable, and comparison seems
inevitable
•
T. 3njoy comparing phrases from different compo-
sitions, When I hear certain music, always think
of it in its setting in opera, and this in-
creases enjoyment.
U. Familiar motives have dozens of analogies, as
a theme in 'Beethoven's 1 Fifth* , Second' , and
'Third Piano Concerto. 1 It is a pleasure to
tie these up.
Y. I like to hear others play pieces we play in
our orchestra.
Question 7. Does music create a mood or an emotional re-
sponse within you? Does it ever change your
mood? Do you merely recognize the mood or the
emotion of the music,, or do you participate Tn
the mood of the music
A. Depends on my surroundings. Occasionally when
music has an unusually strong appeal, I seem to
have a physical reaction to its beauty. Usual-
ly I recognize the mood without participating.
Music often changes my mood.
B. Do not enjoy a composition greatly if I do not
give up to its mood and try to enter into it.
Am sometimes lost in the emotion of something
which seems very beautiful to me. If 1 am out-
of-sorts, and sit down to the piano and play,
can set my world right again.
C. Depends upon the music, sometimes changing and
sometimes increasing the mood. Certain music
compels me to give up to its mood.
D. Music creates a mood and causes a change rather
than mere recognition of mood. Responding helps
to enter into the meaning of the composer's
mood and form the cycle of appreciation. If
deeply enjoyed, the music takes one out of one's
self and gives a sense of unity with the entire
universe.
-c
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E. Music often creates an emotional response and
may change my thought entirely. Sometimes par-
ticipate in the mood of the music.
Yes. Some music does change one f s mood. Depends
on feeling of the time as well as the music.
Both, in answer to last part, depending as be-
fore on the mood of the moment as well as the
music itself.
G. Yes, to the first. It does change the mood, but
depends upon the music and my feelings at the
time. Music that I enjoy makes me participate in
its mood.
H. I first feel the mood and respond in like ;often
go to music to change mood. The emotion grows
out of the mood and I really participate.
I. Decidedly. Often changes the mood. In order to
perform we 11,must enter into the mood.
J. Yes, often. I enter into the mood of the music.
K. It creates an emotional response and sometimes
changes my mood. My reaction is one of partici-
pation and am sometimes very tired after an un-
usually fine concert.
L. Certain music creates a mood and has power to
Take possession of my mind and lift it above
all physical sense of surroundings.
M. Yes. I most decidedly participate in the mood.
N. Yes. Recognize the mood rather than participate
in it.
0* Yes, it creates a mood in which I participate.
Mood of composition often grips me and changes
my thinking.
P. Yes. Music gives me happiness and takes away
worry when really listening.
Decidedly, yes • It changes the mood though not
to extremes. For instance, occasionally seems
impossible to accompany a vocal soloist, not
because of the appeal of the words, but because
of the beauty of the music as rendered.
F.
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R. Yes. Yes. Enter into it for the most part,
never fail to do this at a symphony concert.
S. Yes. Music presents a galaxy of moods. In one
symphony, get the idyllic, tempestuous, etc . To
^ enjoy it must live in it.
T. Music creates an emotional response and often
changes my mood. Forget myself at the opera
and am absorbed in the music. Have to feel the
emotion of a song keenly in order to put it
across to an audience.
U. Music can create and change moods, varying ac-
cording to conditions.
V. I get into the mood of the music.
Question 8. Are you ever conscious of visual images? To
what extent ?
A. Almost never.
B. If working out something on the piano, like to
have an image in mind to make playing fit it
•
Makes all difference in quality of tone and the
nuances
.
C. Yes, to limited extent.
D. Yes, the images are always imaginary landscapes.
Music will also bring to mind snatches of poetry
that suggest landscapes and the out-of-doors.
E. Yes,visual images of the out-of-doors to quite
an extent
.
P. Yes, sometimes, but not to the extent of the
drivelling books that tell you what to see in
such and such a composition.
G. Sometimes, depending on the music and the mood
of the moment. The images are not particularly
vivid. Occur most often when I am tired.
t
H. Am often influenced by imagery. In some abstract
music, have the feeling of immensity and crystal
clearness which in Mozart ties up with color ef-
fects. Gertain program music yields decided
pictures out of my own experience. However, it
is more a question of feeling than seeing.
I
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I, Occasionally, if music is very pictorial.
J. See sort of moving pictures with some music.
K. Yes, when actively following certain music, as
Daybreak in Ravel* s fDaphnis and Chloe.
L. Yes, but the extent depends upon the composition.
Some compositions seem musical landscapes. Han-
del^ 'Largo* gives a vision of largeness,broad
spaces, and clear skies. Vaughn Williams brings
a Constable picture.
M. No. Perhaps rarely an occasional composition
like Rubinstein's 'Kamennoi Ostrow 1 brings a
picture to mind.
N. Occasionally ;Hawaiian music for instance brings
up pictures of that land.
0. Depends on the music and my feelings at the time
of hearing. Sometimes see visual images that
link up with the mood.
P. Often see nature pictures, seldom any human
forms
.
Q. Yes, but only with program music and then am
prone to "egg self on" by this means. Music
with the "movie" is a training ground for this.
R. No, except on rare occasions when listening ta
program music which brings nature scenes strong-
ly to mind.
S. Was formerly conscious of the.n, especially in
memorizing. Not so true now.
T. Yes, occasionally get glimpses of pictures.
TJ. Occasionally, when hearing opera over the radio;
but not often when inspired by music itself.
V. Yes, a little. In Tschaikowsky 's 'The Enchanted
Lake' I see the picture of the water and the
swans.
c
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Question 9. "Does music ever, often, or usually seem
to have a meaning, a message , something beyond
itself? Does it seem to remain just music with
no suggestion beyond itself? Is it sometimes
the one and sometimes the other? If so, please
specify." (Lee)
A. As a rule, music seems to me just music. Some-
times when knowing facts regarding the compo-
sition, seem to see why the music imparts the
mood it does, as the reason for the music, not
a meaning beyond it.
B. Usually. Part I like best about music, as a
rule, is the struggle to make it express the
meaning I feel in it.
C. Music I like best seems to have a meaning be-
yond itself. Is difficult, hard to put into
words, but real.
D. Depends upon the music. Johann Strauss has to
me no meaning beyond the music. In listening
to Stravinsky's f Sacre du Printemps
'
,not know-
ing anything about it, felt it represented ele-
mental chaos. Sir Henry Wood's rendition of a
Purcell Suite was enjoyed as pure music, ab-
stract and spiritually elevating in feeling.
Much music has a meaning beyond itself ;a voice
expressing beauty through music.
E. Yes. Is more than just music, but the reaction
depends upon the composition. After a serious
illness, found that it was extremely hard for
me to attend church on account of the music.
Music sometimes arouses action, the impulse to
do or to say something as fine as the music
suggests
•
F. Sometimes the one and sometimes the other.De-
pends on whether the mood of the listener is
ready for something beyond itself.
G. Am conscious of a meaning beyond the music it-
self; more than a message, even an expression
of the greater forces.
c
H. Music must have something beyond itself , for it
carries over; one can recall the feeling later
in the day, and it returns in the same form.
Thus in that sense music is everlasting. It is
indefinite, but of spiritual quality and up-
lifting power. It is a life force, hence its
value. Art comes out of experience. The message
seeks form and music is the form of expression.
This expression is not always perfect, so the
music does not always take on a perfect structure.
I. Program music seems to make its meaning quite
clear. Pure music strikes deeper into con-
sciousness and reveals emotions which are not
always so comprehensible, or at least cannot be
classified as merely joy, hatred, hope, ets.
J. I think it is more the meaning of the music
than meaning beyond the music. Sometimes when
music seems very beautiful, there is a feeling
of wanting to continue with the music, and not
come back to the realization of things about.
K. Yes, music always means something more to me
than the mere combination of melody, harmony,
and rhythm. Some compositions have a more sig-
nificant meaning than others.
L. Great music expresses realities beyond sound.
It seems to me an evidence of continuous life.
M. Yes, music does have a meaning beyond itself.
N. Music has a meaning beyond itself.
0. Music must have a message. Is that which I get
from it, and which stays with me.
P. Most music has a meaning beyond itself. Music
has a language of its own, and I find it im-
possible to put it into words.
Q. Only so far as to bring comfort in a sad mood.
It instills a state of mind that sees things in
a more balanced way. Music has various effects
and the message depends on own state at time of
hearing. In playing for a student orchestra,
I"
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sometimes follow the director almost subcon-
sciously with my mind on the music, as know
it should sound and think that it was done
very well, probably because of my unity of
feeling with the composition, though listeners
heard no such result.
Depends on the music. Get suggestions of ab-
stract qualities, power, determination, etc.,
from certain symphonies.
S. The painter, the worker in any field of art
tries to express an understanding beyond self,
and reaches out to some Truth and Beauty.The
most intelligent listener hears it thus .Music
is not just sounds that please the ear, but a
language which in its great expressions has a
message
.
T. Sometimes the one and sometimes the other, de-
pending upon the mood of the moment and also
on the music.
U. Music is a vocal part of this vibrating uni-
verse, and great minds among the composers
have drawn from this source.
V. Think I just like to hear good music all the
time
.
f(
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Section III, Development of Appreciation
stion 1. What have been the most potent factors in de-
veloping your appreciation of music?
A. Foremost, the study of music; then the oppor-
tunity to hear good concerts, opera, etc.
;
church quartet work under a good musical di-
rector.
B. The appeal of good music. In high school, had
an instructor who liked and used the worth-
while in music. Played for teaching of folk
dancing; liked the beauty of the varying types
of folk music. So it has always been with me.
C. Hearing good music at home and elsewhere . Study-
ing music in courses at teachers college.
D. Constantly hearing good music. Of less impor-
tance have been choral clubs, social affairs
and learing to play chords for own accompani-
ment •
E. Organist in church was unusually good; member
of family studied music, played it and talked
about it at home. School music teaching under
supervisor gave interest in theoretical feat-
ures. Concerts and recitals were helpful in
increasing appreciation.
F. Sufficient pocketbook to hear good concerts
far more than anything else.
G. Because of a wealthy parishioner, we had except-
ionally fine music at church, excellent directors
and soloists, when I was growing up. I trace my
liking for music directly to this.
H. In my own experience, feeling the need of express
ing myself. The more I hear beautiful music and
enter into it, the more I enjoy it. Vocal express
ion is a recreation, while literature is rather a
mode of experience.
I. Have always had an opportunity to hear good mu-
sic at concerts and at home. Began study early.
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J. Father is a good baritone, mother plays and
sings. Have always had good music in the home
and attented concerts and opera.
K. Background of music in the home, not only the
usual music one would expect to hear in a New
England home of the past generation, but art
songs, Negro spirituals, etc. Joined a large
choral organization where we had the finest
music and great soloists. Finally came my
teaching of music appreciation.
L. The will to listen; hearing much good music
and membership in a choral society.
M. Music in the home. Father sang well and played
a double-bass. Was one of nine children, and we
had much family music. Next in importance was
listening to music, most especially the enjoy-
ment of the music of nature, the bird songs,
the wood sounds, etc.
N. Had a natural liking for it. Liked to make up
tunes on the organ when small. Had opportuni-
ties to play and sing.
0. Mother played and sang. Had a music teacher
when eight years old, who interested me in hear-
ing good music at concerts, etc.
P. My own interest in music and study of it. Mother
took me to concerts, and I always liked to hear
the trumpet. Had an opportunity in school to
study trumpet in a class, when eight years old.
A foreign gentleman in the neighborhood loaned
me a good trumpet. Later (a well-known girl
trumpeter) helped me a great deal and brought
me to the attention of (a famous trumpeted.
Q. Studied piano when nine years old. Accompanied
the chorus in school. The directors used worth-
while music. Praise given for my work acted as
an incentive . Cannot recall a time when I was
not interested in music.
R. The ability to play and give out feeling, to re-
create for myself. Study has been a factor, but
real appreciation is love of beauty and the ap-
peal of this in the music itself.
(5
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S. Began study when very young. Was taken to good
concerts; sang and played at school. An appre-
ciation of life in toto, music, the dance, pic-
tures, literature, sharpens the perceptions all
round.
T. Singing in operettas, quartets, etc.; studying
and having the chance to go to good concerts.
U. Music in private school. Directing theatre or-
chestra.
V. Hearing good music.
Question 2. What has been the greatest stimulus in refining
your musical taste and promoting wiser judg -
ments in respect to relative values?
A. The singing of Bach chorals with an excellent
conductor, and attending symphony concerts.
B. Study in producing a fine quality of tone,
fitting for the composition, made me appreciate
beauty in other things I heard.
C. The things I learned about music from teachers,
so that I know what to look for. The chance to
hear good music and decide what I liked in it.
D. Contact with discriminative listeners and daily
exposure to the best until the desire only for
the good was established.
E. The helpful influence of a good musician and
teaching music in the public school under a
good director.
F. The influence of a wife who is keenly apprecia-
tive and of a director of a college of music.
G. My enjoyment of this church music made me seek
every opportunity to hear good concerts, sym-
phonies, operas. I made contacts with unusual
people who talked about music, joined a choral
group, and attended lectures on music.
H. Association with people of musical taste has
given me glimpses of values. A well-known voice
teacher gave me confidence in my own taste.
donoo
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I. Study and influence of musical friends.
J. Studying music and talking about it with older
people
.
$ E. The preparation entailed by the desire to give
young people the very best.
L. The enjoyment of associates in listening to the
best in music and striving with all my mind to
discover the reason for this.
M. Listening to children* s groups, the stimulating
influence of singing and playing with groups,
and the knowledge which grew out of this.
N. The influence of musical people and opportunities
to learn more about music.
0. This music teacher would often play to me before
my lessons, talk about musicians, and help me to
see more in my music.
P. My study with good teachers and the music itself.
The more music I play, the better I can judge
what is good.
Q. Later teachers had modern tendency to know com-
posers, etc. We gathered in discussion groups
to play for each other. The teacher cannily
motivated interest so that conceptions of styles
of various composers were formed.
R. Study, hearing much music and talking with others.
Music is written according to certain laws which
one must understand in order to fully appreciate.
S. Constant study, attending concerts, contacts with
highly musical people, living with music; all these
influence have sharpened the cultural faculties.
T. Listening to music, studying and talking about it
with people.
U. Study and stimulating teachers.
^ V. Playing good music in school and with orchestra.
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Question 3. Do you consider the appreciation you have at -
tained more
11) an outgrowth of knowledge, a gratification
of the Intellectual nature? or
(2 ) an expanding of the emotional nature? or
(3) a response lo an Innate need, a faculty to
see greater depths In life?
Primary and secondary mention
A. Difficult to answer in degree. Always have a
feeling of gratitude to a Higher Power for won-
derful music. Appreciation attained is intellect-
ual and somewhat emotional.
B. It is necessary that the spiritual part of one f s
nature be stirred in order to appreciate deeply.
The surface appeal of music is strongly emotional
to me.
C. Enjoy most the music which makes the strongest
appeal to the emotions. (3) grows out of this.
D. All of these in some degree. Music meets an in-
nate need but appeals chiefly to the emotional
nature
.
S. Music is necessary to full enjoyment of life, is
mostly a gratification of the intellectual nature
but somewhat of the emotional nature
.
P. An outgrowth of knowledge,- a natural consequence
of development of the mental powers.
G. (3). Would say that it seems to satisfy me.
H. It is a combination. In my case the last is first,
gratification came when I knew more about music,
and the emotional nature was constantly expanded.
I. (3) then (2) then (1). Life without music would
be barren.
J. It is an expanding of the emotional nature and
a response to an innate need.
K. (3). Secondary mention - (2).
L. The appreciation attained has become a part of
be
to Siaq
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the best in my life. The emotional release is
secondary
.
M. Is difficult to answer. Seems a blend of all
three. It was satisfying intellectually to
% master the bird songs, to be able to imitate
the various types of wood thrushes, for in-
stance. The expanding of the emotional nature
is necessarily true. Rhythmic satisfaction is
innate and meets a fundamental need.
N. (3) first, and then (2).
0. (3) first choice, (2) next.
P. I think it is (2) most, but would give (3)
as essential.
3. (l) with something of (2).
R. (2) and (3) combined, (l) is secondary,
S. All three, perhaps with (1) in the ascendency.
Music is as much a part of life as eating and
drinking.
T. (2), an outgrowth of knowledge ; then (l),an
expanding of the emotional nature. A faculty
to see greater depths in life is brought a-
bout as a result of (1' and (2).
U. All of them. The first two have fed the last.
V. Like it naturally. (2)
.
Question 4. Do you consider that you were given a natural
endowment for music ?
A. Yes. Father had good bass voice. Mother sang
in the home.
B. Yes, perhaps not exceedingly strong.
C. Yes.Father plays violin,mother sings.
^ D. Yes, father and grandmother musical.
E. Yes. Father played violin and sang.
!c
F. No. Music Is a language. All French children
speak French, but are not born with the abil-
ity to do so, or to learn French better than
any other language.
G. Yes. People in home enjoyed music. Had an aunt
who played the piano unusually well.
H. Yes. Father likes to sing. Father* s father was
an excellent violinist.
I. Do not know, but have always liked music.
J. Yes.
K. Yes. Mother f s father wrote music.
L. I was not given a natural endowment for music
o
Mother playe 1 the piano but the business of
life was serious.
M. Yes.
N. Yes. Grandmother was a public singer.
0. Yes. Mother plays and sings.
P. Yes. I must have liked music for I have al-
ways wanted it
•
Q. Yes. Have obtained some good results in music
work which cannot all be due to training.
R. Possibly. Had but little music in the home.
S. Yes. First teacher gave me feeling for beauty
of tone. Later ones more interested in techni-
cal brilliance. Dutifully did my lessons,but
Something that music could express was always
suppressed until I found another teacher who
brought back the proper balance.
T. Yes. Father and mother both musical.
U. Yes. Both parents were musically inclined.
V. Yes. Mother plays and sings, father sings.
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Question 5. Of what value do you consider the cultiva-
Hon of music memory In developing your ap-
preciation ?
A. Practically none in my case.
B. If I know a composition from memory, can
follow details and get deeper insight into
its meaning.
C f Enjoyed the music used in music memory con-
tests in school and liked to recognize themes
when heard elsewhere. Always wished that more
had been given in the way of interpretation.
D. Enlarges appreciation in a similar way as the
ability to perform.
2* Music memory contests in school brought to
my attention many compositions which I would
not otherwise have known. As a school teacher,
learned to play themes also other parts of
compositions for pupils. Invited local musi-
cians also to play many of the selected com-
positions in the schoolroom, thus getting the
meaning and expression. Enjoyed this work, and
consider it valuable.
F. Adds to amusement, not particularly to appre-
ciation.
G. Music memory seems valuable. I enjoy hearing
things with which I am familiar, and follow-
ing the themes.
H. Consider music memory of value but do not do
much of it. By memory, music is made something
more than an impression. Think one should
choose carefully the things one wishes to mem-
orize .
I. Music memory necessitates careful analysis. It
seems more intellectual than appreciative to me.
J. Memory work means study and so is an added el-
ement in developing appreciation.
K. We like the things we know, but memory should
r
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be outgrowth of a natural situation, a desire
to know it because it was liked; memory should
never be forced.
L. Helpful, giving greater versatility but notW interesting for its own sake.
M. Consider it of great value. What is in one T s
memory stays with one.
N. Of great importance. One enjoys what he knows.
0. There is more interest in hearing something one
knows well.
P. Memory is important for it makes one analyze.
Q. It is a great satisfaction to be able to say,
"That piece is so-and-so." A music memory con-
test as such is not music appreciation.
R. One never really knows a composition until it
is memorized. Memorizing is necessary to per-
formance .
S. Memory is an acquisition.
T. Is interesting to be able to recognize many
different compositions when I hear them.
U. Increases musical grasp and makes for careful
listening.
V. It is easier to play the piano for the chorus
and orchestra when I have memorized the pieces.
Question 6. How much has your appreciation been Increased
Fy a knowledge of the forces behind the crea-
tion; i.e., composer's life, era, environment
,
etc .?
A. This adds interest. Makes it clearer to know
what to expect in the music.
B. Does not seem essential for appreciation, but
is interesting. Have done but little, so am
not a good judge of this.
C. Makes clearer the character of the music, par-
ticularly that based on folk music.
t
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D. Appreciation is increased; a sympathetic un-
derstanding helps in the interpretation. It
gives a flash of pleasure to find something
in a composition for which one is looking.
E. Greatly. Know more for what to look, appreci-
ate thought of composer more deeply, and re-
member composition better.
F. Yes, this has increased appreciation. It is
valuable, as for instance, in understanding
Strauss
.
G. This increases my enjoyment. For instance, the
'Fifth Symphony* means more to me knowing
something of Beethoven's life.
H. The background knowledge has come later with
me. I do not think of a composer's life when
I hear his music, but knowing this adds an in-
terest to the composition in thinking of it
in connection with other works of art.
I. This gives a better idea of what to expect in
hearing a composition. It often adds a human
personal touch.
J. Have moved to a city high school now where
such courses are given, with opportunities
to join an orchestra and progress. It makes
music seem a real subject for study, and is
valuable
•
K. It intensifies the appreciation to be able to
connect the music with the time or the circum-
stances of its creation. Much of the great mu-
sic of the world was written under hardship,
because something within the composer sought
expression.
L. In my early listening to music a knowledge of
these forces eased the endurance tension. I
value this information but it now takes sub-
conscious place in my mind while listening.
M. Enjoy knowing something of this. It seems
largely an intellectual aspect of enjoyment.
N. Has meant no increase to speak of.
(c
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0. The little I have done of this has been in-
teresting.
P. Mother had books on the composers and their
works. It makes their music more interesting
to know about them.
Q. To a degree. It does not effect enjoyment to
any great extent or seem necessary for appre-
ciation.
R. Interest rather than appreciation has been de-
veloped.
S. Believe in this strongly. Began early to study
the life of people and peoples, that is, nation
alities, to get the flavor of the music.
T. It makes the understanding of the music more
clear, especially Wagner and modern operas.
U. Illuminating to get composer's reaction to life
V. If popular music, do not care to know about
the composer and his life; but like to study
about good music in the appreciation class.
Question 7. Of what value do you consider the paralleling
of music with literature, art, history, etc. ?
A. Gives a breadth of knowledge that is valuable
in increasing ability to see more in music.
B. Like all cultural influences is very helpful.
C. Have had only a little of this, so it has not
increased my appreciation greatly. Liked it
very mueh and hope to do more of it.
D. Enhances greatly the enjoyment of all, making a
well-rounded whole. One more fully and pleasur-
ably interprets the cycles of history in the
esthetic thought of mankind.
$ j E. Makes music more vivid and understandable.
F. Valuable in program music only, as in under-
standing Liszt's 'Mazeppa',or Rachmaninov '
s
'Islands of the Dead'.
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G. Think It most interesting, but have never done
much of it.
H. The great value of this is that it adds enrich-
ment and expands one's esthetic nature. It is a
broadening of expression. Personally, music is
primary but one art alone does not satisfy <> Mu-
sic is creative or recreative; literature is in-
terpretative and often provides the creative
background.
I. The discovery of the strong relationship be-
tween music and the other arts as great ex-
pression of thought gives a deeper understand-
ing and greater pride in music. It brings out
the unity in life.
J. Have answered this in connection with the last
question. Wish that smaller high schools could
offer more opportunities for this and make mu-
sic a subject to study on a level with other
subjects, not something to be just amusing.
K. This makes a cycle of thought, a better under-
standing, and increases the breadth of appreci-
ation.
L. All who enjoy music appreciate all the arts in
some degree. The more we appreciate these, the
deeper we enjoy music.
M. All appreciations are increased by contacts
with kindred subjects.
N. Is of much value as it broadens the scope.
0. Correlations always broaden the outlook.
P. Do not know much about this.
Q. Of great value. Should be a unit, mutually
bound up. Is like having more windows in a
house, each letting in light.
R. It is of great value to unite the arts.
S. Of great value. The finest lesson I ever had
on beauty of tone color was in a lecture by
Ernst Major who related the development of
pictures to color qualities of tones in music.
*
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T. Very valuable, particularly in operas like
'Emperor Jones 1 , 'Otello 1 , etc
.
U. Enlarges capacity for esthetic comprehension.
V. Like to see pictures and hear poetry that we
sometimes have with our music in appreciation
class
•
Question 3. Check the principal factors in order of their
importance in the development of your appre-
ciation""^
aT Natural liking
b~. Early environment
cT Opportunity to hear good music
(T. Acquired Indirect knowledge
Reding
Conversations with musical friends, etc .
e. Direct study
Courses in appreciation
Other study, 1 .e
.
, learning to play or sing
f
.
Participation
For own amusement
Member of musical organization
A. l,e
2, c
3, f
4, d
5, a and b
B. l,c
2, e
3, f
4, d
5, a
6, b
C. l,c,b, a, together
2, f,both for own amusement and as member of
musical organization
3, e
4, d
D. 1, c
2, a
3, f
4, b
5, d
6, e
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2, a
3, d
4, b
5, f
6, e
F. l,c
2, f,both
3, e,in entirety
4, d
I thinly there is no such thing as "natural
liking."
0. l,a
2, c
3,musical friends
4, participation
5, direct study
6,early environment
H. l,c, together with a and b: the opportunity
to hear good music with the strong desire
from early years to hear it. Longed to play
piano. Can remember plainly the songs learned
then.
2, f ,sang in church choir
3, d and e: came later, supplementing others.
1. l,o and e
2,b and f
3, a
4, d
J* l,b and c
2, f
3, e
4, a
5, d
K. 1, a, early environment made me want it and
like it.
2, f
3, c and e
L. l,c
2, d
3, f
4, e
5, a
6, b
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M« Difficult to answer in order of importance.
All have had an influence, but would consider
a,c, and d of about equal importance in my
case, with f next. Have never had what could
be considered serious direct study.
N. l,a
2, b
3, f
4, e
5, c
6, d
0* l*e
2, c
3, f
4, d
5, a and b
P. l,f
2, c
3, e
4,b and a
5, d
Q. l,a and b
2, f
3, e
4, c
5, d
R. l,a,c,and f,in combination
2, e
3, d
4, b
S. l,a
2, c
3, e and f together
4,b
5, d
Difficult to answer. Seems rather a develop-
ment due to these factors dovetailing as a
general unit.
T. l,f and c
2, e
3,b and a
4, d

1, f and e
2, a,b, and c
3, d
1,t
2, c and a
3, e
4,b
fe
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